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Elec^crocardiogra^s by Peter B, Kurnik
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80$^ I•Sicropracesso^:. 	 The a^se;r,I^ler runs on the ^1D^'^; liI2@ of .zini-
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computers unuer Dt7a or RDGS. ^ ;r
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F
pt5l1 g {^	 c"tCC^^3 tti	 S^>TIx: ^.? C	 ^Ss t3?^lh7 t,'	 }.n?1C3'u^CE'	 5 ^^t@::'•t?T_?t'^	 C S	 Z?:^^.1 ^ ^
^^
producing a^:snlute I^inary as output.. The output is sui{:.ablz w-or jy `^'
^^^L tl
input t^^ the rs'.©^i 1702A programmer, and the sta;^dard binary 1oac:^r y
for the 8080 syste^:.
F
^ ^^
.	 In deseribirg statement.:r in this manual, the yo1^.G^;=ing con^-^ :-
rri
dd
tions kill bz used: F
^' ^ - k	
,..;
= 1}	 A13. nuTbers are dec^.an^.l ^;?"iI.CSS ey^ ?^.Citly r.1ar.'.ed C=t=:3r-
..
^	 ^.
'_ W15C.
	
?1	 nil.'i`:"J?.^
	
r:o^^..O:'^L'.Cl	 ]a^ =	tl1ti'	 Ci?.ZuCT:^'r	 }t	 Cr	 ^^	 1:?.^.1.v_'_^G^ ^	 ^;
_ tbat	 t^lr^	 .2Lli':7^:?"	 ^.^^	 E3i:'13r^.^.•a^Q	 1T!	 ^}:e	 i??:^? C;^.^ '.0 «::c'i^.	 ^`ctil:.:: t	 G^	 ' ^: = 4 7j
t ^ 1S	 ^.^	 E{.LGC^P.iu.^ j	 octzl nu^.irers	 are	 inC..%.C.'c.%eG ,4^u'. 	 tP?'-:;:c^:c:::•-_ `3
= -	 ing letter I: a s the final char^:cter as 1.Y^, ^.Hic^. ^.s 8 deci:^=._.
,'
.^ , ,,
^	
^
^ ,^ 2}	 zn s to ter^ent description:, items enclosed in square I^r^:c:a =^ .^
`, are opt^.or.al. ^'.'.
^.
^^	 ytGr'a T1C	 .,^^ n n n r^ 	 r	 r. •4t}T V 	;-. r.• ti ^..}: ^'..te	 II f 1 it	 ^^o	 C'L7t^r'1. r1^^	 ^r;n 4	 ^:
^+
^ may koe repeated anir nu.^bar of t^:es.
Y^
^:^^
•4} ihz symbol. CP, inc^^. Gate5 a carriage return char^.cter. '4- I — ^^;
^!
5.}	 In those cases ^^rhe.,yr^e spacing characters are rtGndatcr^^ ;t
1n a sta^.eraerit ^ 	 4^e syr.^ol	 ;^E1 ^ W3.1.1. be t33^^ t0 ?r1C;^CG^-i..^ ^:.Zr
z. ^ number of blknE:s or tzbs in the line.	 Unless sc notea, ap ayes
. .are not significant.	 -	 ^ ;'
^-
x
^E
_
^
_^;
,,
^ 1. ^.	 ASr188 Language	 •, __
;:
ASI^i80 proararas are genera? ly prepared on a P^G^A sys ^^:::^r ^'
us3ny the standard editor.	 Any o^^xer source of ^?SCI:I input.,
s
- whc^r sari be ?oaded on a I`IOVA s r^ste:tt as a text file, and. ^:hc_^ ,'
`
. conforms to the prog.ranrning conventions c^utlir.er3 in tine S^Ctic:3°` i
:° ^
•
^s acceptable as inptt to the Assembler. ^	 ..	 ,•;3
x ^.:. ;. .
^;`,:..<
:: ^^.	 ^:
^`^
cu3ar coli.^.^ns of the inp^at line. The elements of statements
are defined by speci^^ic del'_riete±- chGracters.
T^zere are four Lvx^es of elements in an ASt?80 statenent.
The assembler iclentifzes the eie^:ent type by its relative
^.00at1.4P., ^I'.`^ ^]y t^@ T'r^'S^'?'.CF' of ^nEC? c'3^. G"^P_^.ZI^p terS.	 The in-
divid^.^al elements need not appear in s peci^:ic colunns, but
their order is ii::ed. State:Mnts have the general forr:t:
label ^ ooer4tor anerandl,opeYand2	 ; co::^ments (carr• iaQe ret:zr: ;
Each statement is proceeded by the assembler as required xor
the operator gi tr4n by ^.P^.e s^rogr a,.:^^er. .Sa:-,^^ nperators resin.;.
•.
3n the ^=T_'s::.wc..t^ ".1.G:1 C^ :^-irri"_ ^:.^::._._..:':C Cv:..C, .:^"!1.^^n.. Oti:C?'S crc''^..
s.i.mply interpreted by t :e arse ^;bler to control thA asse*+.bly
^.-.
process.	 `
	
-	 The second tt,^a of AS.:30 statement does not have ar_
_	 operator, bit ratr.Lr cons_s 4s of a 1^.st of expressions . 2r
	
^ ^^.._^	 general, the for, at of such ar. exoression stater.?ent i s ;
label : expressionl r er::^ression2 , .... .expressi ^^ni^' ^ coi LT'i3en^ {c^r1"1.c.^e
return?
Expressions will be discussed in deta^.l later, 3^ut they
may be as simple as literal numbers.. An example of this wound
be
BTT3^iSK: O1X,02X,04X,08X,lOXp2^X,^OX,84X
:^
u _
e'^'
,:,
^^
r^	 .
F krt
,1^y,,....:.^'.
l^
^^.-
v ^. __
Th^.s s €:atemer_t generates 8 by Les of data, correspo:^ding i n
sequence to the 8 single expressions in the above st^te^rent. 	 ^	 ;^^
The s^znbol 3TT^1S:: ^ is as signed the value o;^ the byte address
of the first nyte ire this table.
.
^y defaults the assembler generates a sing3.e byte of out-
put for each ex^ ressi:on ^.n the list. The psuedc-op "EXPLEI^:"
al^.o^s the., progra^-^,^er to change ti:e def^:u:^t output Length. to 	 " ,
-	 ^	 ^	
^ - 1
p^^^TNAL PAGE
OF P(10I^ QUALITY
^.
:, .
r ' ..	 ^^^^^^
l ^,^
z
	 ^^	 ^.^	 ^^
,,
^$^^
1,x,3, or ^ bytes. See Section
	 •for deta.l^.
The third t}*ne of statEr^wnt allows tha^ user to asGic^^n
a va^.ue to a s}=nhol. h*a.thout using the s^^mho3: as a label:.. '":pis
statement is the assignment statement, and the. gEneraZ €orn
is:	 -
S 'ICt}JO3, ^.'I.^,^0^^_,...5^'Pi^. '^ Q^.?ti -^ e3;!JresS].t9!1	 ;co^^*^c:t(c .arri aga rater. ^
The asse:^bler simply evaluates the single e:cpre .ssion ga.van,
then assigna the value of the exnresaion to the sytrib^ls given
$n the lsit to the 3eft of the equals sign. A*^ exanple. of
a possible expression is:
.^
_ _.	 _.	
_	
--
_. _ _
TOP .USED . COF.E - TOP . USED . CO a,E + 8
.•^.
This statement reassigns a n6c^ value to ttie symbo .^. "TOP.US£D.
CORE"• which is its old ^•a^.ue p^..LS ^.	 •
The symcbls ^^hich are assiaed a va.] .ue may not be used
- • as la^be] .s in the progr^::^ since this wo^1 .c provi.^^ eon^lcti y
information zbout the location oic 'che ,statement specified br
the Zabel.
.	 _	 `2
^,
•	 1.1.1 Labe^.s	 ^	 ''=
•	 A label. i:s a syr.:bol, .created by the prograr,.•^er to
identify a particular s 4ateme^nt in hxs progr^.m. A Zab^l 	 ''
n+ust be a properly formed symbol {see section .l.^} fol-
loked by a 'colon, ":". t^mil^ our examples ^ of a stater^e^t ,	^`^
.	
Y a"'
have only shoL^ied -one 3:a^bel, it is 1ega1 to define. riult:- 	 ,^^'
r ^^^ple labels for a single stat e ment,. i.,e.:	 - ^^^^
► °
!:^--^^
by the 5tatem.^ na fohlaw%ng. the. Iaael." Thus,. .every' lab'el.. . .
,:_:.
_.v^.. <	 I.. t..^.Y	 ^	 _._.	 ..	 -,	 .... .s^.-.
	 .^ .t,._..., ..s y ... ,..	 ._.._,..^	 .^....0 .^. -.. wen _nrcV	 V•.^..m.^^er^iGYF1C:&t ad^n?'r F. }fi :-t^'G Sd-+E•a
	
-__	 k^	 _-_:^	 µ ^	 -..._.:.
^^mtMG.^. 
..^v^nrts:^t tiw^rw_ a^^ar,.usN^:1^^C'_txY^^^.^.n ^.,...^^3
^	 j	 ;^	 ;^
y	 _
... ,^
^	 a	 - ^^ . ;.
	
..	
-	
^^`
Y
`	 •	 .
- R
,r` .	 !^
,	 is assigned a value be^ :ween U and FFF°FX inc^ .usive,	 ^ '`f^j
r '	 1.1.2 Operator,	 ^	 ^`^
:;^^	 ^	 ,.
An operator may be one of the INTEL 808Q.maehine	 =
instructior5 elefa.ned in the sneca.facations for the 808 .4	 ^
microprocessor, or a command for the assembler. A
4^	 command for the asse^:blQr is often referred to as a
^^	 psuedo-operation, or psuedo-op.
The operator determines the format of the reriain-
der of the statement, such as the number and type of ones-
..-.
'	 ands.
•^
1.1.3 Ope^aac^s
Operands are items which specify tie data. ztem,
^,
or the address of the data i te*¢!, to be oneraLed oz bar
an operator . 4per ands may be as sir.;p^.e as numbers , or
	
r n
	
r.r rc, i	 ^-• ,^.. 7rr	 e^^nr?c +•h-^	 ^.`^ , F`tw tC
	
^
'	 mad b ex_ ..e swots. C:..,.e^a2 +j ep..	 ....^.t
^;;
^.;;	 the address of a data itet_are symbolic. ahe symbol. iw
:`^	 the label. assigned to the data iterl by the nx^ocra: ^^^er.
^:	 If an operator re.gLires multiple operands, they are si;^pl<1
	
j
^..	 (	 .
`'	 ^	 listed after the operator--separated by eonmas, 	 k
r =^
^`	 Consider the following examples of actual 8080 statements: 	 y
^ ^ `	 St_a_tement	 . Type.- of ©pera*^d  (s)
r,.;. ADI Ib.	 :Literal Decimal Constant
r _,	 ^"
w 
-	
S A NEj.VA^LUE 	 Symbolic Reference to a Label
r<	 STA 2JEL^TV^LUET1	 Symbolic P.efere^nce to t_^:e byte 	 ^:li	
-	 just 1 byte after the Izbel ";.^t•.V ^'..^"'^	 ^
n ;_	 MVI B,THRESHOLD/SCALE	 The- first cpera^nd is 3 s . ^;bO3,C }e^ _-- . '
s	 ^	 epee to 8480 regzst^r S (se,^ sect:.:::
for predefined s^ f;. boZs? . The ^e4o^
operand ^: s ^n Expres:s^n, t^:hcse ti^u^ •^^	 x;
^-!	 ^	 ^ ^	 ^	 t^till bec^:^e the. irL-nedate byte ^ a? :`^ 	 ,r^:
^z
^ ^
	
	 ^^^_
'	 ^	 for the more ^runedzate instru^tic:^.	 '' 	-y	 ,,5 
tt
	
-	
_k[f¢^A
P
^^
..	 - ,	 ^r^; ,^^
^^.
	
_	
^	
-
;,
.,	
_
*f	 ^_	 ^	 ^	 -
	
^,^lG's^c u.^;t.:..__..,.,...•..._.....^ ..	 _,.....x,;.^f...,,,.,.^x..^.'.^v..r3:'t..+^:.:,::i^..c-....u.o-,.^^..^.s_ b.,.i 	 ti.,,...,u_..,.o-. ^r"w:ti.,. ^..k,"vrs^........CL:wrm;:p_^^ux^.-^^u^4*s,^.: ^.,eau:i^.^t..^^s:.!e.:,.cf.•....^E.:'^::^.usn^^,C^..siu:r^.eG^
^E
:,
";3
'-
:^
.{,
.	 :,
a
^ ^	 ::^
^:^^^
_^
^^
.;rF.
«-^; s
i
r
x y
}..
I	 ,°z
-•:;^
` it
.::
-	 :-
'
^^
^^
j: .	 Ty_	 1__	 I	 I_-	 1	 J	 ^'
.	
r5w
ASi•:$Q iti^ill accept an expressiozz for any operand. The
	
^^	 value of the exnreasi on will be tested to determine that
' it is in the legal zange of valid operznds for - the opera-
to: i4 is ^s^a rii t«^.
1.1.4 Comments
The progra;.^r„er nay piece notes about th.e proc^wu^:t
on every statement ? a.ne by marking the beginning of t^^
comment •t.i.th ^^ semicolon. The asse:^^bler ^,^11 ig:^^tzze a•^^^
text after a semicolon. The progrank:^er may use an entire
line as a co L;^ent, by starting the line with a semico3:on.
:!
To r:a^:e if. ccnt-L7a.e:Rt to enter larue a? ccks or
CD:^:_nts, a special tyre C^ cc..;^cnt .: a 11cd. t;ie block
^_,
coy:+:^sot ^.s allo:zed. Al_1 the text cortain^cl in the spec-?y
deli,..etarpairs "^^" and " *J" :ill be ignored by `:^^ asser.r_^_ .
An exa*^^a? a o^ t^:er t^se is
4 /* any text tre prograr^.^er. desires.......
......
-	 ^...n. r
* ^P
/'	
_	 ^
Block conmsents have the additional. property t'^a.t
they nest, thus the assembler will allow a blocx co:~^^ e.*^t
to Contain another b1o^k co. ►meet.. This allows the pro-
.	 - gram^er to quickly block out a section of a prog^rar,^ with-
out v^orryi:^g about exclosed co^^ e:^4s. For e:z.^lple:
^^
^^	 /# DELETI: •2G itrITIa^LIZATId?1 FOR T^'STI2^G
Statements
.. -	 /*this section of code initializes the slot control que hti•^
1) Scanning for .....	 .
	
^^„^	 2^' Initalizeg the. map table.... 	 '
tom.	
...	
-	 ^	 ^^	 ^	 ^..
•	 t
^:	 _	 -	
'
	
.^__.....
	 ,.. r ,...::...^
	 .^::.._^ ..
	 ,,r_.	
_	 .,.	 ,._ 3 , 4 ^,. , .,^,..t, .,,-s. wm...r ^ ,,.^ wjw ^ rhw ^1t^
	 ^	 }.^7.M r„ri	 a	 r^,^'¢a-x^wx.^i"...	 ..	 _....	 .,,..a .<.	 ,,._^..; .^_	 _,.. ^	 ' a	 ^	 ,	 '::	 M:^	 .	 ^^'	 -. ^..^ _rna	 _	 .try l?fit
	
__: n ,t 
.^.^;..r	 r.	 x^n
.^
^ ^^ .•
.	 •	 .^	 .	 '^
4` ,
.a
4	 ^
..
`i`; "	 statements
4L^f .<
r
="^`' END O^ DEi.TIC.: rOE TESTIs^G ^'/
^
7
In this exar.^ple, the asse^b3er recognizes the Anclosed
block co went as such., and , does not terminate tine 4ncios-
ing cor.=nent Freznaturely.
- .:" l
1.2
	
SY,EG?^S
_..k
L
^.:
The prograrz^.Mer may create symbols for use as 3 :abels or
operands.	 A symbol consis ts of iron one to 31 characters c:ose:^
frame the following set.:
=<
-
The 25 let^eers
	
A,B,C,...,^',X,Y,Z ^:;; 
_a
the 10 digits	 0,1,2,3,...^,^9
` 3 special characters	 Dollar sirs. ($} , percent t°-} . wed
period (. } ^ 5
h
L^:'
F,.
s'?^
-	 '^
'^t{ ^	 The first character o^ a symbo]. may not be a digit._ 	 Examales
of legal a.-^^d ill.eaa^. syr.^bcls are: 	 ^ i	 `'h ^	 _ .
c ::^
s:
Legal	 I13_ ega]. ^^
''` ^	 ^	 A	 lA	 {.Digit il^ .egal as 1st c-= :- !^
^: -	 _
•	 . Al	 ^	 A 1	 (No spaces in s^,;^bcls}
_.^
•	 ^	 $^P5TATUS	 -	 A&1	 (& not in legal set}
^^ TQF.USED. CORE
;u
r	 ° If a sytrbvl is longer than 31 ^chara.cters, the excess- charac^ers i
a=e truncated, thus two symbols with the s^.me initial 3l ch^rzc.-
Y
`''^
^ tars are indist^.gu^sable to the assembler.. '.
^{
tr
•
r ^
s
y ^	 ..	 - F	 lY^^YX^..
h
f
^	 ^	
^
'ytf
^	 L-
^^
r	
'
^^ ^	 ^^.	 „
WL^Nn ...:, xT .^	 1 L^W,. N._^v_^ . ^	 ^..	 r.:.u. _..^.^^..	 •r.,,	 a.^.a s^^s.. ,w.^w^u.....d. ^, ^__... ^ 3. 	 ^....._arrc.co^...n H:1B L^._«.uw.,	 r.,iv...il. : 1..b._sailSdt. i^.^r1.f_..M's1^ll:..a'.,,..v3{.:...Fc^'fel..s^Y.h.v^}. ^±v^n'1°J ^.5t.^1P4^ZUt^f^i fN .i 	 .S!a^
1.3
1)	 A11 5030 instructio:^ symbols,
2}	 All AS^•18^0 psuedo-operators
For convenience in referring to the 8f?30 CPU registers,
the following s^:nbols have been predefined to select the
corresponding register,
Symbol	 Reg3.ster	 .
	
A	 7--CPU acc^^^lutvr
	
B	 0-CPU re^c^ister B
	C 	 1-CPU register C 	 ^^
	
D	 2
	
E	 3
	
H	 ^
	
L	 5-CPU register L`^^
	
M	 fi-Specifies i,L ^aaa.r
	
SP	 In certain :.nstrucf:iors, selects tP.e
stack pointer
	
PSW	 In PUSi, PCB' ins:: uct^.crs, select,
the A register anc ProSra^
Status fiord.
^^ In addition to the above s^ntbols, the sy:^bel "." i s
used to reference the current byte counter of the assenbler:.
ht may. be used in an expression as any other s;Trrao]. kou3d
be. At each occurrence, its value a.s the value o€ the
byte counter at the start of the statement.
NUMBERS
Literal numbers may be used in statement to represent
specific values. The assembler interprets a numb^:r in the
source based on the- current input radix and any local radix
specifiers that may modi €y the number. A simple integer nur^-
	
bes.may consist 	of characters from the fo3.lowinq set:	 _
..	 ;
the-digits	 0 1,2.... , 8,9
	
.^	 six	 letters A,B,C,D,E,F
,^,._	 ^	 '
j
1
_	 ,
L.^_...,_ 
_v,^9 ...^i..se,.. ^^ ...A^.CLw ^._l.. 3^_.1._'.r^L rS.r.___:.']x..!vMl....y^..e=`+?'iv1.^^..xe^n.."uxfo^`s.^y..i3,:tdV.2u^"..c4^,.vs^ .._ f.:w.i_'. l.,s^'xL'^.'e^:C.::rsiUS..,^'.6^ ,._'rrrr'r.w
^^;
,:^ ^;
_ , ,^
.F
I
.^
':; :_
F
^ij
y	
a
r	
^	
as	
^	 !!
r8^i^
t
A nur.;be= must bet^i.n with a digit. The simple ^.nteger nu:^- 	 ^
• ti►rYr tr+:,^. !ham nnr^i fi h^ h^^ ^ r^r^i ^c Sn^czfa e'^ dxat^+rl ^aC'OI'! ^.Yt^
• _^.
wallowing set :	 ' '	 -
Spec f a. e r	 Radix
.	 Dec imra ^.
•	 K	 Qctal (8)
d	 Qctal (8}
S	 Hexdecirnal (16}	 -
X	 Hexidecir^al (16 )
Rn	 Base n, where n is in the range Z to l6	 -
inclusive. n is always giren in the 	 -
,deciMal baw^;
The specifier is appended to thA numk^er 1, 3,	 ':f,
	
Number	 Va1.^^e ^.n DECir,^ax	 °^s
l OK	 8	 - ='
iaX	 16
	
-10iZ2	 :2
oFx	 15
By default, if no local radix. speoifier is given, the asscnbier ,
assumes a nurber which is expressed in the decimal radix. The
user may change the default by using the "xR7h" psueao-aperpt^:on.
See Section 1.8.3 for details of this psuedo-op. In any case,
'a lflcal. radix specifier always overrides the default input	 -'
zadix.	 ^	 - .
m^.^
^n :^.,
-:,^;
:.
:-. ,5
^'^''^.
' 
°' ';z
i:,::
', ^
'>a
^.;
:^
.: ,^
^:?? ^	 - .'
;^:
^,
^? - ^:
at`
e""-,..
_ ^	
,^
..
^ -^
},
..	 e
s4
-.'
f
to	 ^
_^.	 ^	 '`	 ^ ".	 :^	 ^	
..
^ ^
Y^
..	 ..	
^	
ty
p
^,
_
_	
'_,
^^
r` A• ^
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1.5 Exp^ssxo^s
	
^^^,	 ^	 An expression is a series of numbers ar_d/ar s^rmbols
	
J'	 separat^ad. by a s^pe.cial cta s of delimeters .called arit'r.^etic
er 3og.LCc!^ r± nra ^C?rc ^	 fj•^rW ^^r: Z1 ' g;..,C,l^, _c^F^r t^ ari t3'1?'.'?t'_C
ar logical operators as "operators"---there should b^: no ce:^-
fusion ^oith oj:^ratc^rs that are fl080 instruai:ions,, The
assember evaluates the expression at asser ►bly tir,^e by ex-
plicitly carrying out the operations indicated on the. values
of the nu:- ►bers and sy*bols, The fo11C^4ing operations are
accepted by the assembler:
-	 O.erato^s	 Meaning
N4T	 logica^. coT^ple:^ent :^
,t ^ ^	 Ilt'11ti^^ ::C^.4:L^.`:, L^1^ r i-ci off.
	
-	 + , -	 addition, subtraction
..,
^	 logical and	 -
1 , XDR	 logical or, logical exclus^.^:e
	
^^T^	 ^^ All arithmetic operations are signets integer 32 bic opexatzc^s.
All logical operations are alsocarried out over 32 bit ^*a^.^:es.
This i,s possible since the asse:.ibler a^.za5^s ^:aintans a ^^ bit
value far every symbol or number, even if that precision i^
not required for its particular occurrence. For e:canple,
labels are kept as 32 bit numbers, but in practir.E t^#ie val;^e
of a label must always fit i'n lfi bits since the 8^^8t^ can o::ly
handle memory addresses of 16 b^^s. At any point where the
actual value must be truncated to fit the application., as an
-	 address field,. the assembler checks to verify that the valuz
is in the legal ranee for that. application.
Thy order in ^^hich the assernbLer evaluates an expx•asson
is,deterrrned by the relative precedence of the operators it
the expre sion. ^n the previous list of operators, the opera-^
tors were listed in descending precedence, w h those cpe^rators
- of equal precedence on the sane line.. Thus in evalua*ng tr'e
	
{^j	 expressaon : X ^ A+3'*C, the assembler wi perform- the muiti.-
_	
'TAU PAq^: ^-
:OF POOR ^AL^i'^'
..
r . _.	 ......_e _.	 ^.. J._^.. .,.	
-__.._
	 .vi._.^	 ..._.^_. ^.	 x.^^u^	 e.^^^..v_	 i. -1 la y .., ,.._....	 ^ _ii.
^^.
...`+...-aW.x..-..'4..r_, .5: ,r3on}i ^-.....f3Y..^nx:.'elc ^. ]i7.k:.:'2'i-.i^r...—S..G•id •e^^ ^q:,_...aen 4i ^R^%4F'zfl.rs^'S^_'.n
=>	 `
M,.....,...
•
	
r ^	 pla.ccztion first, t7^en 	 add I^ to Lhe product of 3 and G.
If operators of equal precedence occur in the sane e.,;nressie::,
•_.^^^_`)	 'they are evacuated left to right. The followa.ng taY^^.e of
expressions der^o_nstrates precedence c^^aluation.
Expression
	
Value
	
5+3/M	 .6
	
5+2/3	 5
	
5*2/3	 3
.	 5^2*3	 6
	
OFFK&].*2	 2
For convenience, the assembler• allows the use of paren-
theses to of►erride the nor^^al precedence eva.ivation of eY^;es-
sions. P,ny expression enclosed in parenthesis. ;:*i17. b^ e:^z^.::--
ated befcre appZ^ling the operation (s} 1t^st , outsi dz the pare::-
thesis. For example, in the expression: (^^i^}*C, the arse~^^^r
wa.Il perfor:; the addition first, since it rust eva^.uate a ^.-
enclosed erpre.ssion b-eforQ it "^:no: •rs" t'^e value to use i r. t^^
multiplication operation.
^, . 6 AllDi^ES S t^S S I ^. i^^^!i TS
As source statements are arocessed, instru rtion ar.d d G tG
bytes are assigned to eonsecut^.ve nen:oxy addresses. The b^•te
counter is incremented as required by a stateneat^ to assic:.
$ts data bytes to ^^enory. So^e stater.:ez^+^s, such as assi cn-
me:^t state-vents do not generate data and thus do not affect
the bhte counter.
l.f.l Referencing the Byte Counter
.^
µ^^)
,;	 The. special symbol '.' (simp3e period) may be c:,ew	 .
in any expression to reference the va^.ue of the byte cou^tYr.
The value of the byte counter used is the ^ ►•alue for the
txrst byte of the data generated by the statement, rerar^-
less of the number of bytes generated. Thus the symbol
'.^ has the value Chat would be assigned to a Iabe1, i:.
one occurred. o:^ that line. For e:cample,
"L1^1EEE : Ji^P L^.HEL"	 and	 "Jr:P . "
are equivalent instructions.
•	 F Pte.
^U
^i:^......-_......._....^__........_,<... 
_.«...e..^n,.. .^... a,.:^
	 .ivlf....,..:...:-.r..v-w
	
-'<<-^,i!.es>.,.r:°/era.ii..rdcaSJUr".:}^!ri_._v.^... t.f^^..s^Y. :..i ...^Y_i.^.sa..^.CSt..r.5tn6 ^3ae^ar..s,u^ir y.Ye,^z..u^?ieae...e^r.sa.l ^._
^^^^
a
_:
:;
^	 .	
''	 ^::
',
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1.7 INS'rRUCTIO"^ FOT^..*:^1T5^
'	 (^^l	 -	 ..
^.,
.t
^^
-;.
^.
^.. rte...	 a	 ,: .,...n. ^... ... ... _. ._u.^...._.,	 ..d .e... ..^.r^.iy.e^.d.._	 ^a^ix..N._.,....^_s...^,, .s.. ... _.>.. ,.r1 ^^i.^._
^ __ _
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1.8 l,Stii$0 rSUEDO-OPEFtATQRS
_	 A special class o£ oredef^ned psuedo-operators are used
	
^ ^	 to control the oterati.on of the assembler. The general for-
mat of these psuedo-operations is the same as for true opera-
tors.
•
	
•	 1.8.1 END Gtater.±ent
The LND statement rr^a.rks the end of the program
for the assembler. Rny program statements after an
END stat4:rcnt ere i,nored b' AS€^;fi g. r'Ln optional opara^^'
allok^s the progru:=^mer to spryciy the start^.ng address
of the program.. 'For •example
	
'	 LND expre:ssian	 ;^
• The assorzblc:r evaiurtes trie e::pressio^, anal if
_	 binary output is veing pro^3uced, ail er^d blcc!^ is General=^:
with the expressic:^ vaZUe as the starting address of =::.^
program.. The loader for the 800 s ystem will use this
•	 address i.v start L-^re prosyr^..., ^xecut•ng. If the expraCsic:^
	
^f ^	 i.s missing, a. value of -1 (FF^'Fx) is output for the start-
•	 ing address . By convention z -1 will stop tr.e loader
but not start the program executing.
1.8.2 LOC Statement
. The LOC statement alloV^s the prograrlmer Ito force
the program byte counter to a new value. This allocrs
altering the normal assignment of statements to the
next sequential location. The LOC statement takes the
form.:
3abe1; LOC expression 	 comment (Carriage return}
.	 The expression is evaluated; the byte counter is set to
the value. If the byte count is decreased as a result
of the LoC statement a earning massage is output, but •
it is accepted by the assemi^ler. The value of any label
vn an LOC statement is the byte address that would ha^•e
1,
	
been assigned to an instruction statement or e::pressien
statement if one had been there. Thus the. LOC statement
^	
y
I^
__	 ^^3r^iri•.--<.,,, ,._^s..^^v..^,,..,:«^^.w.Yx^:^•^,v,a:^_^rR ^^^.^x..s. _ 	
_ c^.=-, ^.^a
_. __^_ _ . _.._	
^ ^..
	
^ ^
	
z	
^	
..— _ ....	
_.
. ^	 •	 ..
.
^14^
may be used to alZocatc tak^les, with the label taking or, the
^S
..^.l.i^ n^ 1-^n ^ c1- 1^^.^-n i n 1-1-^n i-:^1^^ n
^^	 ^	 ^	 ^
1.8.3 IItDh Statein^:nt
The TRD?i statement allows the progra;*u:ier to char:gp
t^l@.' Ci^i^^:i.lt i11k+u4 la^lh ^Gl CO114ux^iO-n Oi I"ili.uuv2:3. ^i1c
general foul of the IR[?X statement is :
	 .
	IRDX expression	 comment (carriage return}
The expression is evaluated, and if the value is in the
range 2 to 15 inlcusive then the default input radix ?s
set to the value, Not that t'tte expression will ne evalu-
ated in the current input radi;c (before the IRD:i is co:^-
pletely processed y so Lf^e user muse Ease caution i:1, sp y ,:--
fying nu:rbers in the expression. It is a good practice
to always use a ^.ocal radix specifier^to asssre you cet
the radix you desire . For exanlp l.e , " r ^.DX 8 . " will al.:•1a^rs
set the znput radix to octal regardless o= the pre^•io:a
	
(^ }	 input radix.
	
'	 1.8.9 bRDX St4ten^_nt	 ^	 '
-The bRDX statement allows the programmer to chance
the default output radix. of the assembler. Normally t^:e
	
.	 assemble-- outputs program listings with the instruction
locations and values in hexadecimal. The general fore
.of the bRDX statement is:
	
^RDX expression 	 comment {carriage return}
The expression is evaluated, and if the value is 2,8,10,
1• or ^.6 ,then the output radix: is chanced to this new val11e .
The listing wrill be formulated as required fox- the sped--
fied output radix.
.,
	
.	 ^	 ^^^^
_	 -	 '^^.	 .
•
'^ 	 ^	
4
^_.: ^.v.:.l a:..__:.-..^„
	 . r; .'...:_H_. ,.r 	
_..:.^_:^b__...a:-^2_<..^.a-^'^-.r...'_....'.^
	 A.^i^..r.:.-... JYws=.. rf^
	 -	 -	 -	 .,.:;^
	
[ .:,	 ^..[.r..:.JS^.:.i.^nA4•_^x'iw:i^.IMF. WM
	 1^	 eY^r.Na ^^_ -	 .-...	 -:
i
.^
..
.. ^^
,^} „_-	 ^ ^	 ^	 .5 .	 •
Sf 	^ 	 ^	 ^ •
:{^'^,'
I_,.I
2.0 AS^Z18^0 OYEFtF^TION	 .
:' ^^	 ^ ASMBQ is designed to execute on a NOVA line computer systen,
under DOS or ^DGS. It is assu::i8d that the reader is generally
rd+'t1l.11ar ivi.''.:7 4:';2 ^^^....^:..
	
,.c ^1Z ^, r+n^axri MLiV11 Vf. V.
	
♦. 'V •.....
^.^. Creating thA ^ct^^-ce Proc^ra*^
Source program for the ASi•I$Q can be created using the
standard hCVA editor. .^s stat.ed in earlier sections, each
statement must be contained on a single lin g of source. A
line. may have as Hang as 132 characters, ter;ninated b^^ a carri.aw4
recurs .
It is often convenient to break a program up into paces
orgtani^ed b^^ the logical ^;:ncti::o o^ the program. AS:14 ^ •
accepts :^ultipare progra:^5 as input, anal if a listing is de -•
s^.red each page o.f input will be s*arted en a new pacz of tre
listing file.
2.2	 ^xecutin5 the AsSemhler k
°
^	 1. .	 ^
.._-	 ASI^^80 is invoYed unc:er DOS/',DOS as and• other pra^_ a~:
^	 ' would be;	 teat. is, the user sir:pl^r types in teh nar,^e,	 "^5:•^SQ" ^^.
^^: follotaed by the commands to the as se^:blEr.	 AS.18Q wall prccess Y
the cor^and line, then perfor:^ the indicated functions:
.2,
2.2.1	 ^8as^.c ASI^i$0 Command Line ^	 .^
The basic command, under T^ aS/BOOS , to invo:{e the
^asse.-nbler is	
- ^;
- '^	 AS^i80 falena:^±e (marriage return) ::
w ^:
,^^	 ^	 This co^.tntand ;a.i^.l asse:^ble the prograre f:lena^^A .	 ?3y
^^	 '	 default, no listing. of the progra.'st will be proda;cad.
If any error occurs, the etror measages will ap^sear on
^	 the system console dewics ($TTCJ . 	 A:n absolute b^.:^ary ;;4
_	 output file, in hexadecimal format, wil], be produced ir.
,^
•	 ^	 the file "filenam^ . BB".	 :Any previous version of "fi].eaa:^e.B^" ^p^s^^^.
•	 will be deleted.	
-
^^;^^ :
^-
^
i ^ as"
-	 ^	 ^f a prog. rarr;^ter desired, his program mal, 5e bro?;En ^;,„
^-	 up into several files. 	 In this case he should list the
y	 '°
^^;^
F;"
-
the filenames on the command line in the order they a:rz
r -
^-^
^^
_
^;:
_	
_^..,	 -
..,^	 r,._	 ..^.^...,,.,	
_.	 „r.^^	 d.._.	 ,y1.xau..^.:s Ei_	 unra.;.  a.:^.ia.:th..c'i^,r.:w_r d'.	 _.,:^ro^.^.	 .,.^.....	 ..-.	 ,.x.^.^	 e^	 ...	 .......	 ......, ^
Ij
_r.
;^
^;;^
-_
^<
^	 ;::"
to be. read by ^1S^i80.	 As an example consider assemblin5
^^ a 3 file program consisting of a parameter filer Pf^R•i:
a standart^ system initialization File 1N1T; and the users
- program, SCANNER,	 The command line for this operation
would be :
•	 • ASM$'0 P^1R,^i I:^IxT SCAN.?ER (carriage retur:^}
This command will correctXy assemble the program, but
the binary output will go into a file called "'B^iRi:..IIB" .
It is not likely that the prvgra:^mer actually d6si.res
. this, so the assembler ac cents command line switches
which modify its normal operation for the users con^-
ven ience,	 Switches are discussed in the next • S2Ct^-^:^
but briefly the following co;^c:^and line would cause the
binary output to ^3o the file "SCA^vIZER,B$" for the user.
-,
AS^•S80 PARTS INIT SCP.i3.vE^P. SCy.:a:.EI^.SB/B	 (carriage return;
The item "/B" is called a local s^r,i tch.	 It is ^..acal
^^ to the corzma, d line item "'SCANI^EP,.B8". 	 ASi^$'0 intargrets
a local H switch to specify the name of the output binaz^t
file.
• 2..2.2	 ASD180 Command Line S^•ritches
A switch is a corunand line item which modifies
.- the interpretation of the cummand line by AS'I^T8Q.	 An
example of a command line with switches is:
ASMBA/L F00 TE5TF00/B (carriage return}
In this example r " /L" is a switch on ASI^IBQ command^.nc
that a listing of the program to be produced on the do_
•fault listing device, "$LPT".	 The "/L" is called a
global swi}ch since it modifies the eor*u;tand name. 	 The
sw^.tCh "/8" is called local since it only modifies the
•	 - processing of the filename is associated with in the
coanmand line, in this case "TESTF00".^^ ^`
.j'	
.3
f
-.,._,^-._.-., 	 -:.^.::..- ..._ ^	
.-.. -- -a_...:W^ __:...-..•^^::_s..:_._^ ,. -.-_:f.-^^.^..
	
--	 +_w,::^..,.-' 	 ^..a..,K.s,,,_r.,. ^
	
_::ii!,^ii-_•^^.3...m^i:-tea =^:,^^}aS:^c.4.:'rsu3,,.wt,:.rW,k'v!.^r.r.^#.S_.v^ii.^SrjrtiR,v_..xsk.
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^_ _.	 fir.
...	
III	
v i
	
r,
__..
	
^.^.1. -_-
	 I	 '^'
^^
The folloctiinc^ table lists #:l►e global snitches
•	 ':hat may be used key the ►±rocJrartmer:
Switch	 Function	 '
/K 	Change the default listing radix fro: hexidcci:.^.ai
to octal. If not nre^went, all assembler outa^at
of pror^r^ aridresses a:^d pro^:ra:^ data is in
hex^.decimal. '^^his switch is ^nui^;alent to gic^ina
a "O^:DX $." state,,.ert as the first state. ert
of the program.	 '
/L	 By default no listing of the source pragra:^,
and the corresponain.g vinary output is QiGLn.
- If a global /L is specifier, a prcgrar.-^ listing
will be pra3ueed an the device "$LP1".
/N	 By c^efavlt ^i::ary output is ,e.-^Grate.c:, If /_^
global is s_ c^4i^i^u, r,o ba-^ar^s o^+^^p^t t•^i? 1 4e
-	 generated. :or^:ally ^.:_ •.^4 :cill cser,erate t::.a
' binary in a file creatE.d b^•
 anrenc^ing ". ^8"
to the na,,;e of the first pr`a^ rG^^ file in the
command line.
The following table Lists the i.eca^. ss:•itc^:es
• ^	 that r.: y bo Lscc;
St►ritch	 Functi.^r.
/E	 ^f n© listing file is being output, this switch
.	 ^	 specifies the naiae of an error logging file.
All error Messages wi11 be dur:ped a.n t^:is file.
'	 Sy default, if . no listing is dur.^aed and no /:.
is givers, all error tnessa.aes a^ill ce ^c::ned on
the syste:^ console (STTO). if a listira file
is specified, a.11 arror r^essac^es •^ ^ill go to
•	 the listing file.
/L	 This switc's specifies that t5e fiierarte it speci-
fies will be used as the listing file. This allc:^:s
13.stings to files. other t:^an tt:e ;ii:^eprinter.
ITAU ;pAGF.
 ^ .
^' ^4R QUAtr!'Y
i^ ^.
By default a binary output i$ proc?viced in a file
created by appending ".3$" to tl^e rilena::se o.f t:^.e
first programs :ile in the com as°,d line. if a .
/B is given, the filera,::e it r;,odifies ,rill be	 ,
used for dumping the binary output.
These switches are only those. that a ye likely to
be of use for the typical prc^rar^er. Appe::dix
gives the d.eta,ils fcr cthcr s:itch^^s ^:sed in testi:.^
and debugging the assembler.
`^^..	 r=:.'.nr.r ...	 .,:-^..... .. v . . ., ... ^.,	 ,...	 '..	 ..'.re;.^.,.r	 3,.,..i.,.w.^ es ly.^.'.^^rv:.
	iw..,^s^ti_'<	 ...^:.,;:.a	 gra.:li:.F.,	 ^	 4	 .s.^_..^._k. x.-a ...^._J,.,^ae^L..Ti'ii43ic^^^Ytx {d±t2a4..?i^+y.^arff:.':.lra^^ '^^i42• ' - `ayNh ^	 :.3 _^..:	 S*».-'
. r +
a^ ,
^^
^.
^^
.Y `	 ^ ^	 •
_£
'	 a,^
.
_1$-
'	 'Fiy^^2.3 1lsseml^lcr Output	 ^ ;:
-.^^
•ASMR f1 nttt•pttt f^ l l ^ i_nr.n ^^a+ of f-^r^c_+ c-1.2!rfinc ^ nr^nr
^?
messages, a.i stings and binary.	 ^^
'#
2.3.I Error hSessages	 ^	 :;
When ASri^3a detects an error in a program,	 3
an atter^.pt is made to produce a reasonably specific
error messaG^e to pin down the problem for the pro-
gramr^er. Error Messages are aurnped pan ^t^he listing
fife if one was requested or on the error file if a
/E ryas gi;'en and no listirtc^ requested. Fa.nalZ}•
.,
if no 3xsting or error file eras specif^.wd, the .:.as-
sages are dumpe3 on the system oOnsole.
Error mess^:ges may be of thrEe g^:neral c3.asses :
Ty^^	 Class
E	 Error that t•;ill aZrlost certain ?y reWt:?t in
results other than those the nra^rc ^:^^?°r
desired.. ExaMples r^oulc3 be illegal register
'	 specification in an t^lOV instricution.
W	 ^^arning of a possible error, but it is reason-
able to ex^eet the pra3ra.:^:^er r.!i gh t `hare i n-
tended this actaon. An example ^rould be usw c
this psuedo-op to back up the byte counter.
D Diagnostic message issued by the assembler to
a^:d in debug ging the assenbler itse%f. Uses
should ne;^e^ get any diagnostic r.:essages.
In addition to these classes, some errors are
of such a nature that it is impossib^:e for the
assembler to continue processing the program. rn .
those cases the error is called Fatal, and will be
indicate3 as such in the error message. An example
of a fatal error i+rould be running out of sfmbol
^.^^
z
;^
s
c'. di
Y
..^
:.:
-^ ^^
.^
``s
I
.^
characters (E,j:^,D) , nnnn is the decimal Error code
assigned to this error messaya. if an error is
fatal, it kill be gr^ceded with the ^^ork "FATr1L" .
In the listing file, error messages precede
the line of source they appl'^ to. I:^ tl:e erwo^ ^ =i? e,
the line of source en which the. error Bras detected
`.y
is output also.
•	 In seine cases, the error hand^,er has a reason-
1	 c`ib^.@ CC3c►T]Cc? Di 1^^^31i:^.i1+^.i'1y ^.^i^ wCf:tici ^^?i1i,.:^ 5si,:::rvi.
,^J	 that as primarily responsibl.o for the error. Tn
those cases, the symbol is included in the error
•	 message, enclosed in dr^uble quotation marks. In
some cases, the enclase .d symbol will be a`blan?•:--
.	 this generally means that the assenbier eras expect--
.	 ^	 fng a delmeter at this point other than a blank,
i.e., an operator in an expressipn.
•
	
	 Appendix	 contains a full sting cf alb
error messages that .may be output by the assezbier.
2.3.2 Listing ^utnut 	 •
•	 If requested by the presence of a fL switch,
^!	 the assA:^.^a3er ^ri3.l prcdLCe a ? i sti.rg of the sourcA
•	 program. This listing folloW^s one of th zee formats
-	
_ s?^._ 7	..
	 Yi4t..e^s.[a. ^ .:....wn F.,:_	 r 	 .^	 ,...	 .-	 • ,.^....	 ^ .+^.	 F..	 tiiYSnf^	 i=f1'L•^^_5fi^t..Y., 4lneL_..*;•_ti^}^•i``w'Yn.YS:._ [+...{.`2^_^, ^.« 	 1	 K	 '^F +t 1'r	 .Y'
i
'.^^
{R t	 _^ ^	
^ 	
1{ti	 5
^.	
_
Y
1
depending on the source dine st^-^tement:
.,,
w ^1
ii^.jkk11 st3t^M^^nt 	 or^  -
nnnn ijjkkll: statement,^^.
•
	
	
xn the first exa^;p^.e, the staterrcnt rewired no
process`nc^ ^^1 the assembler, i.e. , a comment, thus
the statenie^ -^t was simply reproduced in the listing.
In the second case, the assembler had to evaluate
an expression, but the statement did not generate
ginary output, so the value of the expression is
:^
, listed, ^^rith a precision of up to ^ b^rtes. ii, ^,
kk, and 11•e.aeh repre-sect a single byte in hexidECi-
mal notation. fiinally for the case of a statenent
that produces binary code, the byte adorers of the
	
^- (^)	 code is given by .noon . in hexic:eci::al, followed by
the value up to four bytes in length.
While the format will always Follow this^gerieral
•
	
	
organization, the precise field widths wi3^1 be ad.--
justed to reflect t.`^e currczt output radix of the
assembler. For example if octal output is selected
the location field, noon requires 6 octal digiis to
'	 represent zny possible Intel address.
2.3.3 Binar}* Output.
By default binary output is created for a:^y .
program assembled. This binary consists of a seriesE:
of data blocks that specify the data to be loaded
^ "'
	
-^
	
'into the Intel and the address to load it. Afte=
^	 ^	 -
F	 ^^	 •
...	 u.a _1^ ,,.. ..	 a 4e^e...1.:^ ...._ Zs^-. e. v.. ^'l Mme . -_..-^	 .a..-. r. .rz^..rv1 .^.^.. .^v^^_.	 3.^'^,
^.	 ... __....... _ .,.. ___. __ - .. 	 _._^^,-	 ,. _., ,r
	 ,_,__...	 ,..^..,.-_ ^...,..i.t.^
r^^
F	
'	 ^ r ^
^.^L ^.- d
^ ^	 'Z^^'
dt
a31 the ^3ata blocks, an enc3 blocfs ^.nda.cates the:_
r	 .
^^	 ^,
`^,
^ ^.;y starting address of tl^e program (see END psuedo-og? . t
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ABSTRACT
'`^
''^ ^	 The problems of conventional digital sampling are discussed
is the context of patient monitoring and long term data collec-
tion. Alternative methods of data compression are presented..
The capability of three redundancy reduction algorithms to
produce adaquate representations of electrocardiographic data
was examined. It was found that a zero order interpolator was
the best redundancy reduction algorithm in terms of data
reduction capability and overall quality of the reconstructed
EKG.
A hardware device was constructed which carried out zero
order ^.nterpolation on a signal. Several alternative methods
of implementing a zero or-3er interpolator were. analyzed in
terms of the demand they placed on a small general purpose
computer.. It was found that +.he computer could. handle a moderate
number of channels erren with the worst implementation, while
the best implen^eatation produced negligable demands on the
computer.
Examination of the zero order interpolators reconstructed
signal i.^dicated that this representation was aduate for
analysis of rhythm.
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( )	 CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Normal Heart Function ^ 2)
The normal heart functions as two mechanically independent
pumps. The right atrium (Figure 1) and ventricle pump blood
through the lungs while the left atrium and ventricle pump
blood into the systemic circulation. The mechanical action
of the heart is coordinated by specialized tissue which
forms the conduction system. This conduction system is rhyth-
mically activated by a pacemmaker.
The normal pacemaker is the sino-atrial (S-A) node (Figure
1) . The S-A node initiates atrial earcitation. A5 this
excitation spreads, the atrial muscle is depolarized and
•contracts. When the atrial excitation reaches the atroven-
tricular (A-V) node (the only electrical connection between
the atria and ventricles) it is delayed slightly before entering
the Bundle of His. The Bundle of His bifurcates into the left
and right branch, distributing the excitation to the Purkinje
fibers ^.n each ventricle. The Purkinje fibers interlace the
ventricular muscle, distributing the excitation throughout the
ventricles, The propagation velocity of the excitation through
the Bundle of His ^^ 4000 mm/second) is about an order of
magnitude greater than the propagation velxity through the
'	 muscular tissue, thus all muscular activity is effectively
synchronized.
{	 }
..^ .	 •-	 _	 ^..r.^... r..cw - .^;^d^:: [Jr.
	 'a2J1^^.5Je'A 	 %c4 - r.nL'^ir'i!:{M1w
,^
.^	 ,^,,
.x
6
Figure 1 -Conduction System of the Heart. Drawing of the
conduction system of the heart de.^nonstrai:.ing the
S-A node, A-V node, bundle of His, and the
Purkinje system. After Corday and Irving t 2).
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Muscular activity of the heart is reflected in the electro-
^^^^	 '
cardiogram, or EKG. The EKG is a recording of potential
differences, vs time, between points on the subjects skin.
Atrial depolarization {Figure 2} produces the P wave. While
the amplitude of the P wave^wi^.l vary with the position of
electrodes on the skin, the width is less than 0.10 seconds
in the normal subject. Ventricular depolarization is reflected
^^n the QRS complex.. The width of the QRS complex is also less
than O.IO seconds. Repolarization of the ventricles produces
the T wave. The Ta wave, geraerated by repolarization of the.
atria, is usually hidden by the QRS complex. The complete
P-QRS^-T comp^.ex occures over about 300 msec.
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Figure 2 -Excitation and Ct^.^ntraction of the Heart During
Normal Sinus Rhythm. The darkened area of the
heart indicates the area the excitation spreads
through to produce the darkened section of the
EKG immediatly below. (the S-A node is always
darkened) The first small deflection produced
^a-Atrial Exc:'.tation) is the P wave. This is
followed by the large QRS deflection during
vent=icular excitation (d^ . Finially the
^	 T wave is produced by ventricular repolari^ation
-
	
	 during ventricular s^rstole (e1 .After Corday anc' Irving (2) .
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^ '^	 Abnormal Heart Function ^ 2 ) :	 •
Abnormalities of the heart array be classified as purely
mechanical as we]_1 as electrical. .electrical abnormalities
often reflect structural damage; however, they may occure
with no apparent mechanical damage. Abnormalities in the
electrical activity of the heart may be classified as either
disturbances of pacemaker function or conduction defects.
•
	
	 Disturbances of paceemaker function manifest themselves as
disturbances of the S-A node or 'capture' of the pacemaker
function by tissues other than the S -A node. Ara area which
captures the pacemaker function (other than the S-A node) is
called an ectopic focus. Since an ectopic focus initiates the
excitation of the heart from an abnormal location, the se-
quenc^ of events in the heart cycle may be significantly altered
greatly reducing the efficiency of the heart. Figure 3
schematizes the sequence of events for one possible ventricu-
lar ectopic beat. Such beats usually come earlier than expect-	 -^
x
ed for a normal beat, sad are called ventricular premature
beats (VPBs). Figure 4a provides a stripchart recording of 	 ^
a VPB. The QRS compleac for the VPB is premature and widened,
due to the aberrant conduction of the ventricular excitation.
The specilized conduction system does not conduct the excita-
tion as it would for a norms]. beat..
3'he ectopic focus may be .located in the atria also, in
aihieh ease the beat is called an atrial ectopic beat. The	 _
y;L
^	 exc^.tation spreads abnormally through the atria resulting in	 S K
I	
l_	 I	 I	 I	 I_	 I
l4
^J
Figure 3 -Excitation and contraction of the Bart During
a VPB. The darkened area of the heart indicates
the area of the heart the excitation is spreading
through to produce the :^ arkend section of the EKG
rielot^ each heart. Th^^ first figure represents
diastole of the previous (normal? beat.
After Corday and :^rving {2) .
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Figure 4 -Examples of a VPB,APB, and Nodal Beat. All these
recordings came from the same patient.. Note that
his 'normal' P wave is abberantly conducted,
resulting in a double peak.
} ^	 a^ A VPB. The QRS complex is widde^ned, permature,
and followed by a compens story pauQ^e .
b^ A APB. Again the ectopic beat is premature.
i ^, 1	 The QRS is aormal, but preceeded by an abnormal
P wave ,
c^ A aodal premature beat.. The QRS is aornal,
^	 but followed by an inverted P wave.
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an abnormal P wave morphology. After the excitajion'is passed
to the A-V node, the ventricular excitation sequence is normal,
resulting in a normal QRS morphology. Atrial ectopic beats
are also premature and are refered to as atrial prema^are
beats (APBs. Figure 4b provides an example of an APB.
Tf the ectopic focus is in or near the A-V node, or the
Bundle of His before the bifurcation, the resultant beat is
termed a nodal premature beat. Atrial excitation progresses
yin a retrograde fash^.on, thus a.f a P wave is visable, it is
inverted. The P wave may be buried in the QRS complex, which
is essentially normal in shape. Figure ^c provides an example
of a nodal premature beat.
Conduction defects alter the normal passage of the excita-
tion through the heart. The changes may t.:ake the form of a
block, in which the conduction process is interrupted, or
abnormal pathways. A block in the 5-A node will result in
failure of the heart to be paced by the S-A node; another
focus must take over the pacing function. Typically the atrial
tissue is most likely to take over the pacing function in the
absence of S-A node initiation. A block at the A-V node pre-
vents normal passage of the excitation from the atria^to the
ventricles. Ventricua^c activity may now originate in the A-V
node or in the ventricles themselves. However, independent of
its or^.gin, ventricular activity is now unrelated to atrial
activity.
.^
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Clinical Significance of Ectopic Beats{ 2):
The clinical significance of the ryhthm defects mentioned
in the previous section is not fully understood. VpBs are
known to occure in otherwise normal subjects. Unless their
severity is sufficient to cause patient distress (one can
often feel the pause after a VPB), nothing is usually done'
about them. The exact incidence of VPSs in normal subjects
i^ not known. In the cardiac patient who is recovering from
a heart attack, or other tramatic events involving the heart,
t
they are suspected of being the first warning of impending
heart failure through progressively more serious arrhythmias,
such as ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibril.ation.
The frequency and variety (number of different foci? of VPBs
is generally considered an indication of the irritability of
the heart and influences decisions concerning the nature of
the treatment given the patient.
^'
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^. ^	 Patient Monitoring:
Since VPBs,and other ectopic rhythms, are considered a
measure of the irritability of a cardiac patients heart,
their detection by a monitor is of prime importance. A
monitor for cariac patients should meet the following
requirements
1) Tt should be able to detect ectopic beats in real-
time and provide some record of their occurance.
2^ It should be operable even if the patient's
'normal' rhythm, or beat morphology, would be
considered abnormal.
3} It should be insenstive to muscle noise, pacemaker
and other artifacts.
^^ Tt may require training on a sample of the patients
normal rhythm, but should not require training on
ectopic heats.
	
-	 S) It should be as economical as is consistent with
•	 the above requirements.
The first requirement, 1, is the most basic requirement of
the monitor. The monitor must be able to monitor a patient
'continuously in real-time. Periodic monitoring of the patient
offers little advantage over the current practice of intensive
care units, where a nurse periodically monitors the patient.
The ideal recoi*d of the occu =ance of an ectopic event would
be a stripchart recording of the event and a few seconds of
data around it. This record is in a form which the attending
staff is familiar. Long term trend records would also be
useful,
	
_	 JProper operation during a stable arrhythmia, requirement
#)
	'^	 2, recognizes the fact that any patient in a cardiac care unit,
in all probability has something wrong wifih his heart.
21
Thus his ^noxma^ . t rhythm may in fact be abnormal for the{^^
genera:!; population .
..	 .
Recognition of various artifacts that may occure in the
EKG, requirement 3, is important. Tf possible the monitor
should extract the EKG signal from the noise, but when this
is not possible, it should be able to shut itself off•; thus
preventing false alarms. Excessive false alarms will result
in inattent,^on to the monitor, a condition which must be
avoided.
The monitor must be able to detect previously unseen
events, hence requirement 4 demands that only the patients
normal rhythm be aiecessary for the establishment of detection
criteria.
f. ^ ?	 Final► , requirement 5 recognizes the rising costs of
'medical care in the united Sates.
The author feels that she best approach to meeting fihese
requirements, at the present time, is through the small
general purpose computer. This is especially true at the
research level. In Chapters IT and III the author will
examine one problem in the application of c^rputers to
the patient mon^ . toring problem.
^^
-..:
^^
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^^^	 Longterm Data Collection:
As pointed out in thei section on the clinical sign^.ficance
of e:ctopic buts, the true incidence of ectopic beats in
normal subjects is not known. One way to obtain this nforma-
Lion is to record the EKG of a large population of subjects
8txring normal daily activity, then analyze the records. Say
that one wishes to monitor a subject during normal daily acts-
^vw3ty for eight hours. Lf we assume that the^.mportant compo-
nents of the 'EKG (in so far as the detection of ectopic beats
is concerned) lie below 50 Hz, and filter the waveform so that
'i	 it is bandlimited to S0 Hz; then a sampling rate of 100 Hz is
required according tb the Nyquist criterion { 9) . An eight
bit sample provides adaquate accuracy for this purpose, thus 	 ^ '
^^^	 2..3 x 10^ bits are required to record eight hours of EKG.
They-e is simply no practical way to record this much data with-
out severely restricting the subjects mobility. Even if the
data can be recoxded, what does one do with it7 Without some
_	 ifoxaan of automated analysis, the systematic study of such lac-ge
amounts of data is impossible at any reasonable cost.
It is apparent that a monitor meeting the requirements of
the pr-evious section would be suitable for processing such
longterm records. of possible, it should operate faster than
^ezl-time to exp^dite the analysis of the recor..ds .
.:^
_	 ^	
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^.^	 Conventional Aigxtal Signal Repa^esentaion { 3^ ql /O ?
The conventional approach to digital representation of
signals is uniform sampling of the source signal and subsequent 	 ,
conversion of these samples into digital representation. 'ihe
Nyquist criterion states that the sampling rate must be at
leas` two times the period of the highest frequency component
present in the source signal. If thi= condition is meet, the
source signal .;nay be recovered by lowpassing a uniformly spaced
impulse train with amplitudes specified by the sample values.
It should be noted that the Nyquist rate is determined by
the highest frequency component r^resent, not the highest
one of interest. The usual technique is to reduce the band-
_ w^tslth to the region of interest by lowpassiY:g the signal, then
i
	
-	 samp,li.ng the Iowpassed signal, at an appriate rate. In practice
this aoe^ not produce truy^ly bandiimited signals, since all
practical filters pass some components above their 'cutoff'
^^^q^zency. Figure S, after Macy { ^o } , indicates the actual
sampling rates required for a specified accuracy,given a variety
G^ filter roll-off rates and anon-bandlimited source signal.
For th3;s fiure the input is assumed to have a flat spectrum,
and wl^:ile this is not generall*^ true in signals of interest,
the figure is useful in that it in^^ ca^:.2s tape magnitude of
error one mf.ght expect. The possible error is quite large,
and samples must be collected at higher rates than ind.E.cated
by tippling the Nyquist criterion to the cutoff frequency of
(^^	 the filter.
^^::.^.z.	 _,::^:	 ._ ^.:,_^... 	 ^.o...,..^..	 ..,:,..,.,_.
	
.^	 ^	 ,
2 ^4
Figure S - Sampling Ratios Required For a Given Accuracy,
As a Function of ^?ol1-off Rate.	 T'^e sampling
ratio is (sampling frequencylfilter cut--off freq-
uency)., The errors are computed only for
aliasing effects, errors due to nonoptimal
reconstruction are not included.
After Macy (I4) .
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{ ^	 While it might seem wise to have as sharp a cutoff as is
possible, thus may not be the case. In analog filters,
caution must be used when'simply' increasing the roll-off
-rate of a filter. It should be recalled that the phase
characteristics of the filter are being alter^;d. Poor phase
characteris e ±• .zcs will distort the data. ^n fact, the time
necessary for the transient portion of the filter fesponce to
decay is inversly related to the 'sharpness' of the roll-off
of a law pass filter.
The selection of a sampling rate also depends on the nature
of the data processing to be carried out on the digital repre-
sentation of the signal. If the processing is to be carried
out on a reconstructed signal, e.g. by digital lowpassing,
1
-	
then the signal may be reconstructed to an arbtrary degree of
accuracy L limited only by the resolution offered by t^i ►e number
of bits used for the sample representation). The errors
presented in Figure 5 assume that optimal ilowpassing;^ recon-^
struction was used on the sample poirits. If optimal reconstrue-
tion is not used the error will be even greater.
If the applicati^^n :requires that the sampled data be presented
for human observatio,--., an additional constraint on the sampling
rate must be applied, '^^.uman observers tend to interpolate data
by connecting geometri aay nearest neighbors. Thus a 59 flz
s^.gnal, sampled at 124 samples per second, appears to the
observer as two 1 flz sinusoids in opposite phase. To guarant^e
(,r.l^	 that consecutive samples are, in fact, geometric nearest neigh-
N' t
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`- ^	 bons requires a rapier inigi san^^^.iuy rate; sa^u3i^liing oii tlzs
V	 order of 1Q times the highest frequency component in the
®ignal.
^^^
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(^}	 Alternative Approaches to the Representation of EKGs:
1`he large amount of data that must be collected and stored
for subsequent automated analysis of EKGs has resulted in
interest in signal representation methods other than convenes
t3^ona1 sampling. Ideally these methods would be more efficient
than sampling and easier to process. They must be practical
	
}
to implement also. 	 {a
young and Huggins tII} have represented the EKG with a sum
of 12 empirically defined orthonormal exponentials. This repre-
sentation is very compact, requiring only i2 values for each
ERG complex (QRS and T wave only, they have not included the
P wave in ±-he representation) . Using these 12 exponentials
they were able to represent a set of 38 EKG eompiexes with an
}
error of only 5$. Their selection of exponentials was empirical
and they make no claim that the set they have chosen can re-
present any possible EKG complex to the same accuracy.
The diagnostic capability of this representation has been
studied ( /2) . Young and Huggins found that in trials with about
^^? complexes, they we able to separate the data into 5 disease
c,].asses and normals with about 70^ accuracy.
Cox et. al. (J } have proposed another technique for repro-
senting the EKG.. They call their method AZTEC, for Amplitude
Zone Time Epoch Coding. AZTEC reduces the number of bits
required to describe an EKG by specifing the waveform in terms 	 ''y^
of hounds and slopes r^th^^ than sample points. Bounds are 	 r'a^`
,.
specified as amplitudes and lengths (or durations}. Abound 	 .L^44-Nx.
I	 I	 I	 I ^I	 I
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^^	 provides t'tie information that the input waveform was within
a specified range of the bound atnpl3tude for the bound length.
During the rapid action of the QRS complex, many short bounds
are produced. If a string of short bounds { < 8msec.} is
encountered, and there has been no slope change in the input
waveform, the string of bounds is replaced ^,^y a slope segment.
The slope segment specifies the waveform by a slope value
and length. The input waveform may be reconstructed by inter
polating a straight line of specified duration and slope from
the amplitude specified by the pxeceediny bound. Cox et. al.
t3} report that AZTEC is capable of providing a 10 to 1 reduc-
tiara in the number of bits required to describe a typical EKG
waveform..
^	 )
^^
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CIiAPTER II
REDUNDANCY REDU^TIQN
x:^troduction:
Figure 5 , after Kortman E $ } , depicts various categories of
data compression. All of these methods attempt to reduce the
bandwidth required to transmit a signa :^ , that is the number
of bits per unit time required to describe the signal to a
given accuracy. These methods are parameter extraction,
adaptive sampling, redundanc,^ reduction, and encoding.
Parameter extraction (8 ;•^ re^^:uces the number of bits required
to describe a waveform by extracting the significant parara^^ters
of the signal and transmiting only the parameters. Thus if
one were interested in the detection of VPBs one might con-
struct hardware to extract the c.•idth of the QR5 complex and
the interval between complexes.
Parameter extraction depends on a priori l^nowledge of the
'1
'signal and a detailed knowledge of the purpose of the analysis
to be preformed.. In some cases the 3evice to extract tX:e
parameters may be more complex than the analysis hardware.
^idsptive sampling (8 } provides bandwidth compression by
adjusting the sampling rate of the signal to match the required
b.aadw3 .dth. Thus samples would be transmitted only when there
is activity in the signal.
Typically one is interested ir. ^aranting that the digita'^.
::^apresentation of the signal is accurate to a gi;ren error,
rather than insist that it can be recovered perfectly. In
_....... 	 _.._.,.	 ^...,..,	 ...,	 _ .............e.,
	 „ .	 .^	 .r
^^
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i
Figure G ^- Categories of Data Compression. This figure
illustrates various :^athods of data compression .
After Kortman (8 ) .
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33	 ^]
^,
this case , redundancy reduction techniques (J , 6, 8 ) are
useful. These techniques remove redundant information from
the signal and transmit only that information required to
represent the signal to a specified accuracy.
Encoding { ^^) includes such techniques as delta modulation
and incremental encoding. An incremental encoder transmits
the difference between adjacent samples rather than the sample
values. By adding the transmitted difference into a register
(integrating the transmision values) one produces a representation
of the signal at the receiver. Delta modulation is essentially
a form of incremental encoding in which the transmitted values
are limited to one bit. The receiver will add one unit to the
register if a 1 is received and subtract a one if a zero is
received.
r	 I--J	 I	 J_	 I	 I __J	 I
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Prpc^i_rtnrG anc^ Tn^ar-nnl.^+^^,r^ ;
(	 1
Redundancy reduction techniques fall, into two general
c3.asses { ,^ , S ^	 predictors and interpolators.
Predictors ;Hake a pred^.etions about the future behavior of 	 f
the siynal and transmit the parameters of the prediction. As
the source signal varies in time, the actual value is compared
with the predicted value. When the signal has deviated from 	 ^
a
the prediction by more than a specified amount, anew predic-
tion is generated and transmitted. HTe wi11 consider t•^ro
0
types of predictors later in this chapter; the zero order
predictor and the first order predictor.
Interpolators generate a representation of a source signal
based on the past behavior of the signal rather than predictions
about its future behavior. Genera•ily interpolators use some
•heuristic method for obtaining a goad representation of the
history of the signal. They may of course use an optimal
technique, such as Linear regression {if one is interested in
•representing the data with a line}; but these methods' are 	 _
more difficult to implement. We will be concerned with the
zero order in^`.erpolator, which is equivalent to the generation
of bounds by AZTEC { 3 } .
- :a
...:	 . ^^.
....	 _
,„ -^
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Zero Order Prpr^i.ct^t'
^ ^	 The zero order prdictvr (ZOP) predicts that the waveform
j	 ,rill re^:ain constant in the future. Figure 7 depicts the
^f	 operation of a ZOP. Consider the initial sample of the fir$t
I
^	 segment in Figure 7, at time t^. The 20P transmits this sample
^	 value as its prediction and sets up an aperature of width
ZK centered on the transmitted va^.ue. This aperture defines
the range the signal may occupy before a new prediction
will be made, thus we always know the value of the source
signal to with in ±K. New predictions are transmitted at
tl and tz since the signal left the previous aperture range
on both sample po ps nts , The signal does not leave the aperture
centered on the t2 sample until t^ .me tll . In this example,
five values are transmitted rahile 12 sampl^:es were required.
.	 Under worst case conditions, note that the device would
transmit every sample point, and thus become a conventional
sampling system.
ti
4
i
f,i
Figure 7 - ^perata^on of a Zero order Predictor. The solid
line represents the input sicrnal, which is sampled
uniformly a.n time at the points indicated by the
ci*^cles. The squares indicate the transmitted
samples. The ^prnnc^-rnnac^ ^i anal i c rpnrpSPnt^c3
by the line of
Aperture bounda^
lines.
s
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F^,rst' nr'ci^r P7-A^^f^^-tnr^
The first order predictor (F4P} L1 } approximates a signal
with a Line of specified starting amplitmde,slope 4^nd length,
Figure 8 depicts the operation of a FOP, Consider the sample
at t^ to be the initial sample of a new approximation to be
generated by the FOP. The FpP waits for an additional sample
at tl , and then predicts that the signal can be represented
by a line starting at the sample value of t^, with a slope
specified by the difference between the sample values of to
and tl . Apertures of 2K are centered on each predicted point,
and the FOP checks to see if the signal sample value falls
with in the aperture. As can be seen, the prediction fails
for the sample value at t^, and a new prediction must be made.
^ }	 Note that the transmision of a prediction requires the
•transmision of two sample values, rather than ons as required
in the SOP, One might expect the FOP to be very sensitive
to noise on the signal, since it bases the prediction on the
^^
Figure 8 - Operation of a First Order Predictor.. The solid
line represents the input signal which is uniformly
sample in tame at the points indicated by the circles.
The squares indicate the values that must be
transmitted. The reconstructed signal is indicated
by the alternating short and long- dashes.
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^}	 Zero order ^.nterpolator:	 .
The zero ordex interpolator (ZOI) (6 , S) may be considered
to be a heuristic for maximizing the amount of time the source
signal remains within a floating aperture. Figure 9 depicts
the operation of a ZOI.	 Consider time tl to be the termi.nata.ng
point for a previo,^s segment of ^r1^e approximation. We define
a Amax' the maximum
$tart of a segment,
signal. Vm^ and V
floating aperture.
value of the source signal since the
and Vin , the rninmum value of the source
min define the current boundaries of the
Note, in Figure 9, that the aperture expands
^:s samples for t^ through tll are taken in. When the sample
at tl^ is taken in, the aperture expands beyond the maximum
allowed width, K. An interpolated value is now ^?^ransmitted.
^_.^	 In the example of Figure 9 and in the results described
later in this chapter, the interpolated value is the center
"	 of the aperture at"time t12 , the time at which the error was
discovered. An alternative implementat^.on of the ZOI,
hereafter refered to as abounded ZOI, generates the interpo^
lated value from the center of the aperature at t ll , the
period previous to the detection of the out of bounds condition.
In this case the errors of the ZOI are always bounded to ±0.5K.
The author chose the simpler, unbounded implementation since
it does not require storage of the previous aperature center.
xn the worst case, that is the difference between sample
values exceeds K all the time, the unbounded system transmits
half as many samples as there are samples. Each transn^f.tted
^^ita p 
^ ^
^_,
^. ,
3^ '.
., c
try _,.
n
^^
-^	 value is the avexage of two adjacent signal samples, thus the
input signal is being digitally lowpassed. In tt:a case of
the bounded ZOI the device transmits every sample point,
and behaves as a conventional sampling system.
(, ^ 1
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t^l
Figure 9 - Operation of a Zero Order Interpolator. The solid
line indicates the a .nput signal, which is sampled
uniformly in time at the points indicated by the
circles. The dashed lines indicate the aperture
boundaries. The reconstructed signal is indicated
by the line of alternating short and long dashes.
The squares indicate the transmitted values. Note
that the reconstructed signal could not have been
generated in real-time since the transmitted
•	 values occurs at the end of each segment. A device
with a memery is requ^.red to reconstruct the
signal. Since this memory must be bounded, the
•	 maximum ler^th approimating segment is also bounded.
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Results of Experimental Runs:
In order to compare the ZOP,FC^P, and ZOI on EKG data,
the author has executed each algorithm on typical EKG data
[channel 5, PBBH-5 tape). Each algorithm was programed
for the NOVA computer { 4 } in the BASIC pro?^a_mming language
[ 7 } . Each algorithm was executed on exactly the same set
of signal samples. The results are compared in Figure 10,
a plot of experimental reduction ratio vs. per cent RMS error.
The reduction ratio^is defined as,
number of out ut segments
n er of rnput samples
The reduction ratio does nat measure the actual reduction in
bandwidth res^uired to transmit the representation.
The per cent RMS error is defined as follows; Iet the source
signal values be represented by V=s where i runs from 1 to
N, the total number, of samples. 3'he reconstructed sign al values
for each sample point are given by Vi, where i again runs from
1 to N. Then the RM5 Signal Value is given by,
^ f ^ ` ^^
N
and the RMS Error is given by,
N
Given the RMS Signal Value and the RMS
RMS Error is given by,
RMS Error
RMS S final Value
^'
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Figure 10 ^ Plot of Reduction Ratio vs. ^ RM^ Error. The
reduct^.on ratio and ^ RMS error as defined in
the text. ^a^'^ r^oirLt- in the po^.t was produLed
by executing a ZOP,FOP, and ZOI algorithm on
the same set of input data. The val«e of
K, the aperture parameter was varied from 10 to
100. The reader should recall that for a
aperture parameter of K, the ZOP and FOB set
aperture widths of 2K, while the ZOT sets
.	 an aperture width of K.
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^^	 Each data point in Figure 10 was generated by s^:ecifine!
a value for the aperture parameter, K. The reader $Y^ould
recall that the aperture parameter specifies the maximum amount
of allowed error before a ner^ approximation is generated. Ten
runs were. conducted, over the same input data, with K ranging
from 10 to 100. The peak to peak signal range -was about
600 units,
Figures 11 through 21 illustrate the output of each
algorithm for each value of K. The EKG data presented in these
stripchart recordings is typical o€ the data used to produce
Figure 10. For each figure, 11 - 21, the stri.pchart recordings
presented are a} the original data, b) ZOI reconstruction,
c} ZOP reconstruction, and d) FOP reconstruction.
Examination of the results of Figure 10, and the output
presented ^,n Figures ll through 21 indicates that the ZDI is
the best of the algorithms. The ZoI is least sensitive to
the value of the aperture parameter and produces the most
pleasing representation for al}. values o i• ^.K ,
e•
I ! I
^	 ,9
Figure ii -Reconstructed ZOI,ZOP, and FOP Output for K = i0.
This is the first of a series of figures for
different values of the aperture parameter K.
Ail the figures contain 4 stripchart recordings;
a}. the input signal, b} the ZOI output, C} the
ZOP output, and d} the FOP output. The narrow
spikes in the output of the FGP during the VPB
are the result of a digital to a^^,ai^ converter
overranging, an$`^ are not a result of the FOP
algorithm.
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CHAPTER III
^^ .^
ALTERNATIVE IMPLEi,$ENT?^TIONS OF THE
ZERO ORDER InITEF^OLIITOR
Hardware Implementation:
A hardware system has been constructed which executes the
zero order interpolation algorithm. A block diagram of the
system appears in Figure 21. A b reef description of the
hardware follows, for a detailed discussi^?n the reader is
refered to the APpendix.
Refering to Figure 21, amplifier Ql provides gain and off-
set to conditio!-i the input signafor the following stages. This
conditioned signal is sampled by the sample and hold amplifier
Q2, which drives the maximum and minimum trackers. These track-
ers hold their current value until strobed by the TRACK com-
wand, at which time they squire the new maximum or minimum
voltagz as required. The trackers may also be reset to the
current sample voltage by the occurance of a RESET command.
t
Amplifier Q3 computes the average of Vmax ana Vmi.n' that is
the current interpolated value for the aperture. Amplifier
^:.^Q5 computes the current aperture width, anc^ amplifier Q6
compares this width against the maximum a7.lo^ved width, Vk.
Thus a control level ERROR is provided when t'^e aperture is
too wide. Finally the Cori*rot Logic synchronizes the activity
^_^
6 ^.
Figure 21 - Block Diagram of Hardware ZOI Implementation.
This figure presents a blflck diagram of the
hardware ZOI implemented by the author. This
block diagram is functionally equa.valent to
the actual hardware; however, the reader is
refered to the Appendix far a block diagram
of the true system.
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^ )	 Figure 22 ^.ndicates the sequence of events in the system
j
j for a typical. input sa.gan7.. Assume that the sample point s0
causes the system to terminate the previous segment and begin
i
processing anew series of samples. Since RESET etas high after
S^, Vmax and min have taken on the value of S^. The leading
edge of CLOCK initiates the next cycle starting with the acqui-
sition of anew sample value, Sl . Since the signal h2s increased
in amplitude since the last sample, Vmax takes on the new value
at the occurance of the TRP,CK command. Vmax continues to in-
crease for samples S 2 and S^. When S^ is taken in, the value
of 
^nin is decreased. This change produces an aperture width
which i.s too wide, and the ERROR level is raised. The occur-
rence of an ERROR signal forces the sampling of V avg , thus
generating the interpolated output value for the previous series
of input ^^ :^mples . A RESET command is given after the next
sample value , S S , is taken in. This resets the aperture
width to zero.
Figure 23 presents output of the system in the form of a
stripchart recording of the direct output of Q4 	 For the
waveform presented, a triang'.e wave, the reconstructed signal.
and the output of Q4 are similar, however the reader is cautioned
that they are not the same thing. A memory,to buffer segment
a,,nplitudes and lengths (which the hardware described does nat
include},is required to generate the reconstructed signal.
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Figure 23 - Example of Direct Output of the Hardware.
A triange wave of 0.5 Hz, is the input
signal Ca3 , the ouput is presented ^.n tb^ .
T':ie reader is reminded that this i^ the
direct output not the reconstructed output.
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^,_,^	 Processor Overhead for Alternative Implementations
of the Zero Order Interpolator:
In the context o; processing the output of a ZOI on
a small computer, the percentage of central processor
unit [CPU? time that must be devoted to execution of the
COI algorithm is important. One would like to make as much
time as is possible availiable to analysis of the data rather
than just compressing input data.
We will consider the percentage of CPU time required for
three possible implementations of the ZOI algorithm. The
fol^.owing three implementations will be considered;
I. Direct sof°tware controlled sampling of each signal
channel with a software implemented ZOI processor.
II. Specialized hardware controlled sampling of each
f	 signal channel. with memory access through a direct
memory port and a software implemented ZOI processor.
III. Specialized hardware implemPntat^on of a 20I
processor with software controlled transfers of
segment amplitudes.
In addition, we will consider the cost of conventional sampl-
z
ing as a reference point.
Table 1 presents the execution time of various software
processes requirred to implement the above systems. The times
are based on assembly language programs written by the author
and the timing information provided ^.n C4) for the NOVA
1200.
in addition to the timing information of Table 1, some
assumptions about the nature of the source signal must be
v	 __^__^
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Table 1 ^- Software Event Taming
Event
	 Time 'to: process event (NSec}
a}. Interrupt from any external
device 40
b^ Input sampi.e changes Vmax 37
c} Input sample changes Vmin 40
d) Input sample changes Vmax and
puts aperture out of bounds 49
e} Irput sample changes Vmin and
puts aperture out of bounds 51
f} Buffering output points of ZOZ 30
g^ Identification of channel nwnber
in hardware ZOT 11
h} One data transfer by direct memory port I.2
All times are based on assembly language programs
written by the author. Times are execution time
an a NOVA 12 0 0 ( 4 } .
y	 ^	
I	 I	 _	 _	 I
P _
7Q
and hardware.
	
These assumptions are,
r'
a
I^ A randomly selected sample point is equally likely
to change V	 as Vm^	 ma,n'
ITS Every input sample will change either 
max or Vmin'
Assumption I is straightforward. 	 It should be noted that
assumption x implies that a randomly selected ZOI output
.	 segment is equally likely to terminate on a change in 
^nax 
as
Vin .	 Assumption LI is,in fact, not true; but is made to
simplify the estimation of expected processing time per input
point.
	
It can be justified an the grounds that the software
requires about as much time to process a point that does not
change V	 or V	 a: it does to process a point that does
max	 min
change one of them.
i	 ^.^ A general purpose computer with analog to digital conversion
equipment and a analog channel multiplexer forms the hardware
of implementatio;^ I. 	 The software costs man be broken dowrn.
f
^ into three ar^s, (1) interrupt overhead to divert the processor
from any other task it might be preforming, (2? the expected
processing time in the 20I software for each sample point, and
t3^ the expected buffering time to save any output from the
ZOI software. The time required to respond to an interrup^is
fixed at 4^ ^crsec. The actual time required in the ZoI soft-
ware is a random variable, however using the assumptions
presented earlier, and specifing a reduction ratio, R {see
the previous chapter}, we may compute the expected value of
the processor time required per input sample to be,
^-
I	 ^--J _l	 _l__ I	 I	 l_
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^_ )	 ^0 + G3 8.5 + 41.5 R^ N microseconds ,
where N is c.Yie number of active channels that must be compress-
ed. This expected value may be converted in to per`,centage
of CCU time by dividing by the period between input samples.
System II uses some what more complex hardware in an
efort to avoid the relatively higr interrupt overhead (far
l
i	 small numbers of channels) by placi,^g the sampled data in
memory through a direct memory port. This avoid the interrupt
F
:`	 overhead far each point sampled, since an interrupt would not0
^	 be generated until the core buffer was full. One disadvantage
of this method is that it does require buffering the original
data and thus req^^ires core that Systems T and ILI would not
need. Refering to the timing information of Table 1 and the
	
^	 assumptions of this section, the expected value of. the
processor time required to handle each sample point is,
( 39.7 + 46.5R} N microseconds, where
where R is the reduction ratio, and.N is the number of active
channels. As can be seen, this method offers little improve-
ment over the previous system.
A specialized hardware implementation, as._described inthe
previous section, comprises system II3. In this case the
processor time per output of the ZOI hardware is fixed at
$1 microseconds (interrupt overhead buffering, and cYiannel
identification} per outpui^point. Since the fraction of s ^p1e
points expected to result in output of a segement is given
by R, the expected value of processor time per input sample
'12
point is,
81RN mierose-coeds,
	
n ^	 where R is the redundancy reduction ratio, and N is the number
of active channels.
The alternative systems are compared in Figure 25
for R = A.1 and a basic sample interval of 2000 microseconds
(500 Hz.^. The plot presents percentage CPU time vs. the
{
	
`	 number of active channels. In addition to the three systems
i
	^'^	 discussed in detail, the overhead for conventio^l sampling iQ
	
^	 presented.
Both implementations involving software ZOr processing
_{
are comparable to conventional sampling, while the hardware
	
^	 implementation of the system is superio^fr.
	
f	 ^	 ^^
{
5
^ ^}
..
i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 _I	 .	 _I
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Figure 24 - k'er Centage of CPU tune vs. Number of active
Channels. The plot is for an assumed reduction
ratio of 0 . 1 and a ha^sc sampling rate of
500 samples per second. The per cent axis may
be scaled for other sampling rates. For instance
for a sampling yat^3 of 250 samples per second,
the value of 2G'^ becomes 10$.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSYONS
General:
The object of this work was to determine an efficient and
practical representation of
The results presented in
the zero order interpolator
tion of the EKG and is prac
ware and hardware .
the EKG for digital processing.
Chapters II and III indicate that
provides an efficient representa-
a
tic,^l.^ to implement,both in soft-
Examination of the records presented in Figures 11 through
21 indicates that for moderate values of K (around 30) the
ZOI provides an excellent representation of the original signal.
Certainly no cardiologist would have any difficulty making
a rhythm analysis from the results presented. Redundancy
reduction ratios of 0.1 to 0.05 fxo moderate values of K inc^.i--
sates that the representation is indeed more effic^.ent than.
conventional sampling.	 .^
The results t;f Chapter TIT, in particular the data summarized
in Figure 25, indicates that the implementation of the ZOI
algorithm in software places a burden on a processor roughly
equivalent to the demands of . onventional sampling. If the
algorithm is executed in special hardware the processor demands
are negligable for any reasonable number of channels .
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1, ^	 General. Information:
The hardware design for tie zero order interpolation
algorithm uses both analog and digital integrated circuits.
The analog circuitry is constructed on two Vector boards
{Vector Electronics Co.,Znc.}, cahile the digital logic is
constructed on CBG^S logic boards. The CBG-5 boards have
space for three l4 or 16 pin dual in-line gackages. The
edge connection is 44 readout, and all package pins other
than power and ground are available at the edge connector.
The cards were assembled i;^ a card rack, and 3.11 intercon-
nections are via AMP Taper Pins {AMP Tnc.}. The analog
functions were implemented with vperatianal. amplifiers;
r	 the LM301^, differential amplifier, the ^M31(l follower, and
r
t
the LM311 comparator (National Semiconductor Corp.). These
amplifiers were chooen for their high preformance/cost
''^
ratio. The control logic was implemented with series 74
transistor-transistor logic (Texas Instruments, Inc.). This
logic was chosen because of its availability and the medium
.
	
	 scale integration functions, such as counters and decoders,
included in the series.
Figure Al provides a functional schematic of the system.
The hardware divides into two mayor sections, the analog
circuits and the control logic. The analog circuits provide
functions such as sample and holding, maximum tracking, min--
imum tracking , and voltage comparison. The control logic 	 y
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System Control S.ogi.c:
The control logic is presented in Figure A2 and an
associated timing diagram is presenred in Figure A3. The
control logic generates a series a^ time states (TSQ,TSl,...,
TS9} which are gated with othex logic Levels to provide
coritmands to the analog circuitry.
Assume the system is waiting far the next CLOCK signal
to start a new cycle. F,efering to Figure A2, consider element
El [ a D type flip-flop} to be in the low state (Q^Q} . Its
Q output thus asserts the reset function of element E4 (a 4
bit counter}. Since counter E4 isreset, all its outputs are
low and element E5 ( a decoder} decodes this as a zero. The
ten decoded outputs of E5 crirrespond to the time states of the
'	 system, the the system J.s rov.• in TSQ (no output is shown
on E5 for TSO since this logic level is not actually used by
the system}. When a zero to one transition vccures in the
CLOCK level, E1 chances to high state. This enables the
counter, E4.
Elements E2 (an open collector nand gate} and E3 ( a Schmitt
trigger} form a gated multivibrator which clocks the system.
.	 Ignoring E2 for the moment, we will explain ^-he operation of
E3 and its associated passive componenets. When power is first
turned on, Cis disclxarged, thus the input of E3 i.s low, forcing
the output high ^ ^4.5v} . Whsn tre output goes high, C begins
to charge up, to ^l . 5v, through resistor R2. Note that diode
'^	 d is backbaised so that R1 doe^hot affect the charge up cycle
.;	 !
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a o	 of C. When C reaches the upper threshold of the schmitti ..^
trigger, the output of the trigger will ao to :logic 0 (ti 0.4v} .
Now C begins to discharge through both Rl and R2 until it
reaches the lower thx-eshold of the Schmitt trigger. tti'hen
this happens, the output will go hi gh , and the cycle will
then repeat. Element E2 gates the mutivibrator by grounding
theme input of E3 wren both of its inputs are high. Since
input E2--1 is from the output of E3, the mVlti.vibrator can
only be shutdown when E3 is in the high state. This forces
an integral number of pul^^es of constant width to be produced,
with out reguard to the relative time the gating input,^2-2,
is raised. The values of R1,R2 and c where chosen to provide
a clock period of about 20 microseconds, thus each timestate
(except TSO} is 20 microseconds in duration.
The clock pulses produced by E3 are counted by E4, and
^^
E5 decodes the appropriate time state. When :CS9 is decoded,
?-	 E1 is cleared through the asynchronous clear, pin 1. This
^!	 shuts off the multivibrator and clears the counter causingY:
TSO to be decoded. The control control logic will now wait
for another external CLOCK to initiate the next cycle.
Time states T1, TS3 and T55 are gated to produce commands
to the analcL^ circuits. Re `e ring to Figure A3, note that
ERROR is high at the start of cycle 0. Thus the system error,
or aperture width, went out of bound during the previous
cyc3.e. During TS5 of the previous cycle, E9 was clocked
t Figure A2} into the high state since ERROR was high.
^^
^;
R^^:
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Cyc^.e 0 starts with the CLACK transition, and TSl is
entered, TS1 always generates an INPUT SAMPLE command
since the input sig^}1 is sampled ever. clock cyclk^, E9
is in the high sta':e from the previous cycle, enabling
E12. This results in an OUTPUT SAN'1'LE command d_ _.^n +^ TS1,
OUTPUT SAMPLE forces the output samp^a and hold to acquire
the current value of Vavg as the output of the system, vout`
vout (Figure A1) now represents .the intea^olated value of the.
input signal since the last OUTPUT SAMPLE command. The inter-
val between OUTPUT SAMPLE commands is the length of the seg-
ment.
TS3 is entered next. Since E9 ^.s in the hi gh state,
E10 generates a RESET command. RESET forces the Maximum and
Minimum trackers to acquire the current value of the input
sample, SO in this case. Vmax and vmin are at the same value
so ERROR returns to the low state. T55 will now cl^^k E9 into
the low state.
During cycle 1, The system acquires anew input sample, S1,
daring T51. No OUTPUT SAMPLE command is generated since E9
is low; however, TS3 generates a TRACIZ command through E11.
For this cycle, Vmax increases in response to tha TRACK com-
mand. ERROR remains low, and E^ is clocked low by T55. This
sequence of events repeats for cycles 2 and 3.
Vin is changed during cycle 4 , and the aperture width
increases beyond the limit, vk , forcing ERROR high. TS5 will
clock E9 high, th^u forc^.ng ain'OUTPUT SAMPLE command in cycle 5.
^	 .^	 _	 ^	 ^	 I	 I	 ^	 ^	 ^
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'	 ,analog Design:
Signal conditioning for the system is provided by amplifier
^	 Ql fo Figure Al. Figure A^ is the schematic diagram of this
stage. The stage is of conventional. negative feedback design,
providing a gain range of 0.1 to 2. An adjustable offset vol-
tage is applied to the positive input of the amplifier through
the resistive divider of R5 and R6, providing a DC offset of
#5 volts. Cl provides feedforward compensation for the ampli-
fier, as recomended by the manufacturer. This increases the
slew speed of the amplifier to 10 V/ ^ sec., resulting in im-
proved bandwidth and step response. A wideband amplifier is
not required in this stage and a less expensive amplifier
could be subsituted.
The analog sample and hold function was required to sample
the input voltage Lamplifier Q2 of Figure Ali and to hold the
output of the system (amplifier Q4). In addition the Maxi,«um
and Nlinimum Trackers use this function. zn all cases the
sample and hold function was implemen^:^;d wa.'-..h the circuit if
Figure AS. On command the storage capacitor, C1, is charger3
to the value of the input voltage, Vin , through the FET switch,
Ql. The LM310 voltage follower allows readout of hte stored
voltage. Pertinent specifications of the LM31a follower and
LS4391 FET switch are:
7.,M310 Voltage follower-^^ "
Input Bias Current	 141$A (maximum)
Input Resistance	 10 ohms ^minimumy
Offset Voltage	 10 mV (maximum?
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V V
LS9391 (2N4391) FET switch-
R On
Off state drain leakage
PitTnhnf^ trn7 ^-^^^ra
--- -^
Gate-source capacitance
30 r^hms tmaxim^^m)
0 ,1 nA (maximum)
1p tr
	 (,n► a,ti ^,^^^,}
3.5 pf mmaximum)
The major considerations in a sample and hold circuit
are the acquisiticn time and droop. Acquisition time is the
time required for the sample and hold to come to within a
specified error range of the input signal, when switched into
track C or sample) mode. Droop is the decay rate of the out-
put voltage while in hold mode.
The FET and capacitor,of Figure A5, form an RC circuit.
Tn the on stage the worst case resistance of the FET is 3U
ohms, thus the RC network has a time constant of 0.3 micro-
seconds, with G1 = 0.01 microfarads. This circuit w^_II require
.about 4.fi time constants to charge to within 1^ of hte final
value, thus the capacitor acquires the input signal to within
1$ accuracy in about 13.8 microseconds. The LM3i0, due to its
•high slew speed and excellent lare^ signal step res^nce adds
little to the overall acquisition time of the sample and hold.
Droop is caused by charge leaking off the storage capacitor.
This charge may leak out through the FET swit;h and the input
of the J..M310 (provided good capacitors are used t1^e internal
leakage of the capacitor is not important?. The major source
of leakage current is the bias current of the LM310. Given
a worst case bias current of 1Q nanoamperes, the worst case
voltage droop is given by,
^^.— ^.. _
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Thus in 1^J0 msec. , a reasonable rnaxinlur^ holding time, an error
/aa
of .7-G^' mV r,^ay accumulate. For a peak to peak range of 5 volts
:^	 this would correspond to 1.^^ error,
The FET is switched by transistors Q2 {Figure A5} and Q3
through diode D1. when S^S.MPLE is high, Q3 is on and its col-
lector is at ground. This pulls the base of Q2 down through
R`i,^ biasing Q2 on. When Q2 is on, its collector is at +15
volts, thus backbiasir^^ diode D1. Sine the drain and source of
the FET are connected through R]., they are now at approximatly
the same voltage and the FET is in its on state.
^tiThen SAA^LEis low, Q2 and Q3 are off. The collector of Q2
is pulled to -^.5 volts through R3. Diode Dl is foward biased
for any Vin above -15 volts, thus the FET function is
reverse biased. Pinch off voltage for the LS^391 is 10 volts,
maximum, r^o that input voltages above -S volts will keep the
FET in pinchoff.
Considering just the FET, the turn on time is given by the
time constant of Rl and the 3rain-source capacitance (3.S pf)
of the FET, or 0.35 microseconds. The turn off time is deter-
mined by the timecons tart of R2+R3 and the drain-source capaci-
tance, or 21 nanoseconds. Both of these times are small compared
to hte acquisition time and can be ignored in this application.
The maximum tracking function was implemented with the cir-I
Ii i 	 cui.t of Figure A6. This maximum tracker is not a continuous
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^l	 tracker, that is a.t can track the changes in the input only
^!'	 when gated by the TRACK command. In addition the tracker;;
=!	 may be reset at any time to the current input value through
=^^
K
^^	 the RE5ET command.k
	
	 '
t
a	 A major part of the maximum tracker is a sample and hold
,.,.
.- - L.^r,._ .... ,.. __ _ _.
circuit which was discussed earlier. The circuit for the
maximum tracker is presented in Figure A6. The LDf3l1 compara-
tor, compares the input value to the tracker, Vin , with the
current output, Vout . If the input is greater than the output,
the output transistor of the LM311 will be off, thus the
base of Q5 will be pulled up by R9. Q4 and Q5 form an 'and'
gate. Tf Vin is greater than Vout (implies Q5 is on} and the
TRACK command is high (thus switching Q4 on} then the base of
Q2 will be pulled to ground through RS, Q4 qnd Q5. This will
switch Q2 on and thus switch the FET on^
Input offset adjustments (r11,^t12,R13) have been used on
both the LM31.0 and LM311. Note that at least one of these
offset adjustments is required. Assume that the LM310 is ideal
and has a zero offset voltage, but the LM311 selected for the
circuit has a wor'^lt case offset voltage of +30 mV. Yf Vin and
Vout were eactly the same value, the LM311 would say that V^
was less than Vin all the tme. In this situation the syste
would always track the input signal at the TRACK command,
To achieve the minimum tracking function the unity gain
inverter of Figure A7 was placed in front of another maximun
trackir^ circuit. The output of this minimum tracker is the
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se^.m reasonab^.e to build a minimum tracker by simply reversing
f	 the input to the LM311 in the maximum tracking circuit. This
method will not work, however, due to the positive input
current of the LNi3^.0 follower. Since the LM310 has a positive
input ba,as current, the output of the maximum tracker will
slowly decay with time while in the hold mode. Consider
the situation of a constant input voltage (input to the ZQI
system? with a small amount of noise on it. in this situation
the maximum tracker would take on the value of some local
maximum and begin to decay. When it had decayed to .much, it
would be reset by the LM311, since it must eventually decay
to a level below the signal level. If we simply switched
the inputs to he LM311, this circuit would not work as a
minimum tracker since it would be decaying away from the
value of the signal. Since it will always be below the signl^al
once it start to decay, it will never be reset to a value
close to the true signal value,	 r
Amplifier 43 of Figure Al computes the average value of
Vm^ and min , or the center of the aperature. Since -V^n s'ji,
available from the minimum tracker, one wishes to compute
0.5 (Vm^ (-V Win )) , This is accomp3ished with the circuit of
Figure A$, a differentail configuration. Tf R3 is adjusted
so that the ratios Rl/ (R2+R3) and R^/R5 are eq^l, the fie'
output of the stage is given by,
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The rat^.o R4/,R5 = 0.575, which is equivalent to a gain
change i,n the signal.
Feedforward compensation is used in the averaging stage
to improve the step responce of the LM301A. Tkzi si done
so that tha output of the stage ma^^ be used in the TS follo. •r-
ing the change at the inputs.
The error comparatvr,QS of Figure Ai, provides the ERROR
signal if the aperture width exceed the threshold Vk . Figure
A9 provides a detailed schematic of this circuit. The pertinent
LM311 input specifications are;
Input offset voltage	 10 MV	 (maximum)
Input offset Cureent	 70 nA (maximum)
Input bias current 	 300 nA	 (maximum).
The low bias currents of the L^I311 allow the resistor
network of R4 and R5 to be used to comgute the difference
Vmax-Vmin' Assuming R4 and RS are driven by ideal voltage
sources, the voltage at the junction of R^ and R5 is
0.S (Vm^-V^n ) . The LM311 compares this with the reference
voltage. Vk . Rl, R2, and R3 provide a reference votage over
the range 0 to 0.5 volts. C1 bypasses noise at the minius
input of the LM311. Refering to Figure A9, note there is
a 1.2 K ohm inbalance in tt-e input impedance to the LM311,
however, even under wort case conditions, the low input and
bias currents of the LM311 hold thA maximum error to 4.5 mV.
This error can safely be ignored.
The output of the LM311 {pin 7) is an uncommited collector..
This collector is tied to the junction of R7 and RS, R7 and R8
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^_ 1^
	 Hardware Syatem Output:
	 '
Direct output o.f the hardware system is presented in
Figure A10. Figure A10--a shows the output for a triangle
•i	 wave input of 1o^•r frequency. It i.s streased that this is the
direct output ref the syste.•^, not the reconstructed s^utput.
A de^Tice with memory is required to generate the reconstructed
suganl representation, and the hardware system descr^^ed in
•	 this appendix has no such memory.
The steps in the direct output occure with the OUTPUT SAMPLE
command. Thus a g^.ven segment in these figures provides amplitude
information for the previous segment length.
Figure A10-b provides an example of the s^stem output
with a triangle wave of increasing amplitude. This gives the
reader an idea of the nature of the representation for various
amplitude signals, re^.at^,.ve to the aperture width.
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dBaTRACT
A system to analyze magnetic tapes of electrocardio-
grams (ECG's) rec:oruc^i over ^^ hazer intervals ha.^ been
designed. Tapes ar¢ exa.tninea on a cast-to-beat t^asis sor
potentially significant arrhythmias at a rate substantially
fester than required to acquire the datt^.
Using a llata General nova computer and a special
design interface sYs^te®, the magnetic tape recordings are
sampled 2^U times u.r second 1ra31 »lime). 'his amount of
data is reauced by a factor of L u by creating a norizantal
line segment approximation. This is f^llowad by a block
which detects the 4ZRS com^clexes, another which measures
the w^.dth a.nd magnitude of the SRS complex plus the baseline
and QQ interval, and another black which uses these measure•.
manta to decide if the complex represents a PYC or a
normal heartbeat. eutp^.et consists of coded representations
of the wiatn, magni . tuu^a, any 4Q ir^^arvai, pi^is a Flag
marking detected PVC's.
This system has been tested on several tape recordings
o! clinieal data. c*^ntait^'^ng over 7S premature ventricular
contractions (PVC's . Every PVC was flt^ged. The rate
of false positives is under 19^. with the ezpectetion of
being greatly reduced. The program runs at 8 t^.mes real-
titde,and calculations indicate that it presently should
^be able to run i^ times real-time on the Nova. It is
expected that the same grogram should run 60 times real-
time on a Nova 80^. Reducing the sampling rate to 120
samples per second is probably Feasible, which mould yield
s Corresponding increase in speed.
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7BACKGROUND, AND THE PROBLEM TD BE SALVED
The electrocardiogram (ECG} is the potential created
on the surface of tree body by the electrical activity of
the heart. BecauBe many problems with the heart are in-
volved with a defect in its electrical generation or con-
duction apparatus. the ECG is a emery useful clinical tca3.
"No cardiac study is complete without an electrocardiogram.
No electrocardiographic analysis is more data;led than a
computer aided one."2C
The Normal Heart
The heart is composed primarily of several layers of
muscle. When they contract in orderly fashion, blood
is circulated to the entire body. The rhythmic contraction
is controlled by a specialised electric generation and con-
duction system in the heart, as seen in xigure t. An impulse
is start®d each beat in a natural pacemaker in the right
atrium called the sinoatrial node. The impulse travels
through the atrium, depolarizing it and causing it to con-
tract, and g'timulates the atr3,oventricular node. Zi t ^ ^.^ti^n-
r	 ues along a comparatively high speed system -called the Fur]dnje
f
t	 libera, spreading through both ventricles and causing them
x
F^	 to depolarize and contract. After a short period of time,
r.
^;
Sinop
Node
Atrio^F
tricu^
Node
Right
Atrium
Right
Y entric
Left Atrium
Left Yentr^.cle
Purkinje Fibers
Figure 1
Phyeiologf of the hearth including pacemaker
and conduction system
f
8
the heart repaiarizes anu, is rda^ly so,.• Rio tiaar oyc^.a.
l
The movement of the electrical impulse through the heart
can be reasonably modelled as an electric dipole It
obvioual.y has a three dimensional pattern of movement. This
equivalent dipole is observed on the body surface by two or
more electrodes, so that the placement of the electrodes
determines which planar pro3ection of the dipole is observed.
The observed waveform is dependent on skin resistance,
amount of body fat, heart placement, and other factors in
addition to electrode placement, so that it becomes impor-
tant to locate the electrodes skillfully to obtain a useful
ECG. Figure 2 depicts a stereotyped EGG. The P-wave
corresponds tc^ the atrial depolarization, the QRS complex
to the ventricu:^ar depolarization, and the T-wave to ventri-
cular repolarization,
Arrythmias
Problems with the heart'$ electrical system may be due
to the impulse ori..g£n or to abnormalities of the pathway,
and may be either regular or intermittent. Marry clasaifi-
oatione have been described, and one particular one ie the
premature ventricular contraction =PYC^.
In a PVC, the focus, or impulse origin, is not in the
s^.noatrial node, but in a ventricle. It is earlier in s
cycle than the normal i^apulse mould be expected, end, therefore,
overrrides it. It is generally unable to make use oY the
Purkin^e fiber conduction system, and consequently travels
slower and creates a wider 4RS complex, Figure 3 shows three
R;#	 .
^.o
P QRS T
Figure 2
Normal ECG waveform
P-waves atrial depolarization
qRS complex ventricular depolarization
T-^►ve: ventricular repolarizatiom
^^
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w
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Figure 3^ Three PYC's, i'L^,ustrated in the context
®t their normal heartbeats. Note the prematurity
in all of them and the varying degree of
transformation of the QRS morphology.
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different FVC • s in the content of beats which are normal
for that patient. If all PVC • s have the same ventricular
focu$, they will tend to hRVe the same shape, If the PVC•s
are multi-z"ocal, thRy may h^we widely varying morphology,
and this is symptomatic of different problems than unifocal
. p`VC • s. The PYC is always early, usually has a compensatory
pause following it, is usually wide, ie often taller than
normals and inverted in polarity, and may have a bisarre
shape.
Clinical Signif^,cance--Research
Isolated PVC • s may occur in otherwise normal individ-
uals, and probably have littly significance as long as they
are infrequent. is they become more frequent, and if they
are multi-focal, the danger is increased. In particular
if early PVC • s fa^.l on T-vraves (the electr3.cally vulnerable
period) they are likely to initiate Yibrillation,^' 1 s dis•
organized beating of the heart which has very little effec-
tive pumping action. Fibrillation is reversible if caught
within about three minutes, ylse death usually rosults.
IIntii recently, the patient depended on very fast recognition
and response to his fibrillation for his life. Since 1965,
in some coronary care units, patients with PVC • s are treated
with anti-arrhythmic drugs such as lidocaine ±o supprssa
p'VC • s and prevent fibrillation altogether: Prior experience
had shown that about 15^ of heart attack patients in the
hor.gital developed f!^yillation. Since then, incidence of
ventricular fibrillation ^+..as been held to less than ig^.11
^	 i	 I	 ^
I	 _	 I	 ^
a	 ^
i^+
This technique has reduced the mortality rate of those i.n
coronary care units from ^C;^ to 20°x, or about b4,O^C lives
per year, This is certainly sufficient to establish a PYC
monitor ss an important clinical resource.
In order to do scientific research on such topics as
testing; anti -arrhytsmie drugs, 1.^rge nwnbers of patients
must be monitored far long intervals. Another research
urea of critical importance is to attempt to find predis-
posing symptoms in those who "drop dead" from sudden heart
attaoks. Towards this end an entire community has their
ECG • s recorded for a number o! years. T'he^re is +currently
a point U . S.-Soviet progran► underway to study thousands of
people . l
 Here again is a huge mass of data to be analyzed.
Because PVC • s are generally not regular with res pect to
time, a 1Rrge sse►tile of data must always be analyzed. T here-
=ore, a method for making an accurate, high -speed detector
of PVC • e is urgently needed. Human observors are too
scarce, expensive, and inaccurate.
Cf
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There has been a great deal of interest in applying
computers to the analysis and monitoring of ^.ti:G's, sir. ^e
.about 1960, Every researcher seems to have his own special
idea, cons®quently there has been a proliferation of hard-
ware used, detection methods, an3 deoision algorithms.
Maly have teen quite successful for either general analysis
or a specialized fob they have been d^.esigned for. One
excellent source that covers t:^a en4ire field from many
perspectives is a 19?0 book edited by C e$ar A C scares ana
Leonard S. Dreifus . ^ Seventy-one authors have contributed
articles on: instrumentation., techniques in computer pro-
gramming, utilization and potential, and research for clf.n-
ical needs. The book covens both the state-of^the -art and
a eystamatic discussion of needs for the future.. There. is
one paper on monitoring, none on high speed analysis. A
1972 paper° by Jerome R. Cox and colleagues hae a fine review
any ^iecussion of Mho is doing what in computer analysis of
1^CQ^e, EEG's, and blo®d pressure waves. 6 His paper is also
notable for the 304 r®ferences included on the field. Many
papers on rhythm monitoring are detail4d, but, again, none
on high-speed evaluation.
Highspeed ar^lysis, ev m specia^.ized to a single feature
such as PYC^s, is not described fa the literature. One technique
ie to di^.splay magnetic tape recordings at b0 ti,me^a real-time
on an oscilloscope that triggers such that normal waves ary
^^
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superimposed. Abnormal waves stand out visually to the
human operator, and the syate^n may be halted At each PYC
to provide a strip chart recording, Heart rate may be mon-
itored as an ad3ed featura. 9 one computer ansiyszs runs
as fast as i^ times real-time on a PLOP-►x. 12
 Simple ana,lr^g
devices such as n^.gh and low rate a^.arms may also be used.
Th^.s author is unaware of other working systems in high-
speed evaluation.
The data reduction scheme used in this paper, which
is a Critical part of the program, is based on a paper by
J.B,Walters, Jr, l9and is similar to ^ algorithm used for
a similar purpose by Jerome R,Cox, Jr.?
i
i
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THE SOLUTION
4 ec^^iir. ements
First, the analysis must be accurate it; its decisions.
The number of false negatives, PYC • s classified as normals, must
be very close to zero, and the number of false positives, normals
' and artifacts classified as abnaraals, roust be reasonably small.
The acceptable number of false positives depends on the respective
costs of false negatives and positives, if the analysis ieto be
used clinically or fnr research, and on the condition of the re-
carding. On a patient rv ;^ th a heart rate of 100 beats per minute.
and i PYC per minute, a 0.1^° false positive rate will have 1
false positive fox every 10 true positives and a total of 86
false positives in a 2 %^  hour cacordir^. T: is ^:^uld proba;ly b2
a good level. The number of PVC • s is muc^i smaller than the
number of norma?.s, and it is they that hold the information that
may indicate disease in the patient. Also, if the patient has
more than one type of PVC, it is very important not to catch some
types aad miss others, This is because runs and p^.tterns of PVC•s,
and the realisation that they are multi focal, can be ae critical
as finding individual FVC • s. Doctors may also be particularly
prone to doubting the validity of a program that misses an arrhy-
thmia that they spot visually, and without the physicians coop-
eration, no auiomation will be used. "Hoare of accurate
5
	 detection of normal QRS complexes may be less important than
i
y	 th+^ identification of a ferr ono®aloes beats that possibly
R;
^?
If	 ^	 I
^$
warn of more severe arr;ny bi ►su^.aiti to uuu.a. "^ i :;^ ^:8 of .ter
computer systems that were lacking at arrhythmias respec-
tively report finding 71^ a3 PYG' e, S 9^^ ox, PiTC' s, 12 and
80^ of PVC's and AFC'B.^' 3 It is alga inpartant to minimize
the number of false positives in order to preserve the use-
fulness of the analysis, but this error is not as critical.
The second requirement is that the program be fast.
Si^tty times real-time is a useful speed, and a goal that has been
talked about. Because of the peculiarities of PVC's and the
nature of the studies that involve PVC detection, huge
_ amounts of data are generated. As mentioned earlier, there
are likely to be very large numbers of 2^ hour tapes that
will need to be analyzed. Real-time analysis would be
--uneconomical in equipment tied up, personnel required, and
time needed before output data was available. Because a
. complete analysis is not needed, only a PVC detection, there
should be considerable room for speeding up the process.
one computer arrhythmia detector has run as fast as 4 times 	 __
real-time
 
on a PBP^-4 and is times on a PDP-7.i2
Another requirement for a successful implementation is
that it be dependable and easy to use. The personnel using
the system are likely to be non-technical. and/or non-
medieai. Therefore the set-up, the-switching from one tape
to another. the output, and the record-keeping must all be
designed to be handled in a simple .routine. Any parameters
that need adjusting, including speed changes, must be easily 	 }
acceseibie and held to minimum. The program itself should
^^
handle any abnox^nalities that ara at all likely to occur, and
when it is unable to handle some problem it should provide
an indication to the operator of the difficulty.
The final general requirement for a good system is
that it be flexible. Not only must it be a'b1 a to run at
different speeds, but it must be adjustable to handle widely
varying, including noisy. data. As more data is gathered
and analyzed, the parameters should be ad^ustabie for opti-
muw discrimination. Anew algorithm for a module such as the
detector block should be easily switched in s and the overall
program should be expandable to include. features such as
statistical anlys^. s. So, a successful system must be a fast,
accurate, z°lexible, easy-to-use method of detecting premature
ventricular contractions.
Processing Required
?here are six main blocks that nearly any salutton
would have to encompasB,
	 In order, they are input, data
reduction, detection, measurement, decision, and ou^:p^xt.
Input
In order to stor® the ECG in the computer, the analog
signal Qugt be sampled and converted to digital form. 	 A
variety of methods and sampling rates, and a variety of
reasons to support them, a ►re available in the literature.
The American Heart Association says thatj00 samples per
aecond( sps} and a 9-bit digital output ara needed to fully
analyze an ECG . 6 	Some groups agree with this rate;^^ 7
 wh#.le
oth^are feel 200 sp $ is sufficient, 9 * 1^ and others feel that
f
Y
even 12017 or 12^ eps12 is all that is needed.. 	 Not as mach
1
Ii
	
	
ww/MO
f
^	 detail is required ^;or a rvu aetiectior as a^vr a iuii exami-
nation of the complete ECG, so a lower sampling ^.s probably
permissable.
Data Reduction
Any sampling rate comp^xable t^ '4nose indicated above
provides too many points to be handled at very high speeds.
For example, 20D sps real-time extrapolated to 60 times
real-time would require 12,000 individual paints per second.
Eighty usec, is far from enough time to average on each
piece of information. Therefore, theamount of data must be
reduced, but without losing important information in the
waveform. Betvreen QRS's, and the+,t is the vast majority of
the time, the sig^na^' is quite flat and with little informs,
tion va^.ue. A good reduct^,on would preserve a QRS in itB
entirety and describe the baseline with only a few numbers.
One algorithm that does this well is the AZTEC preprocessor
developed by a group at Washington University. 5 ' 7 That pro-
gram approximates an analog signal with a series of horizontal
line segments ^d slopes. As 1Qng as the input signal stays
within a preset aperture of the last output value, the output
stays constant (horizontal). When the threshold is exceeded,
a nevr line seg*^ant is started and the process repeated.
Consecutive short segments, i.e. steep parts of the crave,
are further approximated by a single sloping line. The size
of the aperture regulates the amount of dsta reduction and
the amount of detail preserved. Lour amplitude variations
` ^	 ors lost, while steep elopes are preserved almost eomgletely.
,.
:.
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Tne aU1rRVY`^i l:C^:tiusuiclaai a naiaua^ri v y ^^^ :.+ r. :^ ^^.^ ^1^C ha^vh±^
They estf.mate an average data reducti^an on ECG's of 10^i
with little loss of iniormatiion, w Siwi^.ir •^ ^rs•a ►^^-ooessoi,
which involves an approximation usir^ anly hari^antsl lf.ne
segments.. is called a hero Order interpolator and detailed
ire .another source. i9 Th3^s is faster, preserves ateop
.segments more faithfully, and has a larger number of output
-segments than AZTEC. The data storage is elan simpler.
Using this interpolated data, an analysis dhould be much
swifter.
DetRCtion
First, it must be decided what one ie looking for and
then it mTxst be decided how best to look for it. For a PYC
8nalyeis, the QRS complexes provide ^aufficient information.
The problem at this stage is then to find ail QRS's, normal
and ab^orma^., snot re3ect everything else. A variety of 	
t
techniques have been employed, but they all center on the
tyro main Qistingvishing feature $ of the QRS, its large
amplitude and large slopes. Some find the beginning of the
qRS simply by finding a elope of sufficient steepness, S' 'i2'^,6
another requires a minimum slopeto exist Por a winimum
length of time, 2a still another requires tNo slopes that
collectively exceed both critical positive and negative elopes
wl^thin 150 msec. to define a QRS^ is vrhile others make their
detection a combination of sufficient slope end sufficient
magnitude. ^' 9 In addition to ^`indi^ag 81l.1 true events, such
noise problems as steep spike® and base^.,i.ne shifts should
^^^, pAaE ^
of pooR Qum
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be taxes in^co auGiWt^til4 ttiti 1ui{^41:i1 cao ►^u iii u;.v ms.:.µ ^::;.^ r^ °^9^.^°
should lead to a minimum of false detections. This stage
is intimately related do the next, that o:^ measureruaut.
Measurement
Once the QRS complexes have been found, their critical
parameters must be calculated for use in deciding if it is
a PVC. P-waves are not used since they are difficult to
measure (amplitude typically only twice that of rtoise20)
and they are of gecandary ^,mportance in ^S.nding PVC•s.
Nfeasurementb ^►re usua3^.y made os the ra^.^.tude end width Af
the QRS, the baseline, and the rate or interval between
complexes. Within this agreement, there is once more a
wide choice of methods. Some invest^.gatora determine onset
	
^	 and end of the complex by baking far a flat stretch of a
^aertain length5 ^ 20 or a stretch which has a $lope less than
some cutoff;6 while others invoke procedures utilising
first and second derivatives. t2,20
 The magnitude measurement
may be either a signed number in relation to the baseline
er a p®ak-to-peak amplitude. Interval is self»explanatory,
but can be chosen to be QQ, RR, or some other regular
interwal. 8aselix.^, ^^i...^ rot used inn c^ecidirig on abncirmality,
h
ie used as an intermed#,ate measurement to provide a local
Deference $ero instead of an arbitrary cot^^8tant^ It can
be measured as the longest flat stretch, as the magnitude
^s
st some particular temporal location in rs ferenae tv the
QR5, or e►a the moat commas vela® in a hf etograr^ plot of
tho total araveform. 20
 This is a ve^	 ry critical part of the
^•
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rragram. An error in measurement can easily yield values
f	 ^	 ^
^` ^	 that would classify a nox^naal as abnormal, ar vice versa.
i
.	 Lo^v nd high w.»plitude a+*^d low baseline shift) and high
frequency ( spikes} noises all contribute their vagaries
to the problem. Peak •to^-peak magnitude is s:n easy meaeure-
merit, but or►set and end of the 4R5 and a good baseline are
' often obscured because there may be no signi.Pic3nt stretches
of flat wave at tho right please,
Decision
The decision module is in a sense the heart of the
analysis, where all the other data is gathered and analyzed.
This project was defined to search only for PVC's, so this
algorithm may be comparatively simple. However, in addition
	
^	 to deciding w^,at is a PVC, fa^iliea of P:'C • ^ `^,. sue; +h.,.il •^M Ty	 V ^ r
eeune focus and, therefore, similar shape can be found and
runs or other patterns of PVC's can be discovered. Features
of PVC.' g which could be used. to distinguish them include
grematurity, compensatory pause, width, height. bizarre..
shape .of qRS, and polarity. The two mast widely used are
width, which orm sourca 6 says is the most important number,
• and .prematurity. Definitions of prematurity rangd through
b0^, 70^, 8U9^, 8^, and 94^ of normal interval.^' 9 ' i3 The
Aormal is generally a running average of the normal iatervals.
This ire essential since not .only dose normal vary greatly
mom patient to patient, but also greatly for one patient
+ever a period of time as long ma 2^ hours. Some of the
other Features mentioned are also used by some researchers.
_	 __
I
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In general, the psra^aeters have been considered independently,
but it is also feasible to accept a certain degree of simul-^
taneous variation in each of a number of parameters to
constit^^te a basis for abnormality. P: oz~^.a13;; , ones PVC ^ s
have been found, they would be flagged in some way and per-
haps processed further ^.n some statistical survey.
Output
There. is no particular output which is best in general,
instead it depends on the specific application. The only
necessit3r .is- that it provide a means of accessing the
_abnormals and a coding of why they were considered abnormal.
The easiest output is to simply supply a running string of
the parameter measurements and the flags of PVC^s. Unless
delay of some e,ort is utilized the parameters and flags will
necessarily appear at the output later than the raw signal.
This presents na difficulty if it is feasible, in the follow-
up stage, to play the output tape backwards and hence see
the flag before the PYC. .it high speeds it would be difficult
to provide hard copy output of abnormals in a aingla pass,
simply because a strip»chart recorder cannot move that fast.
It would presumably be not too difficult to build a piece
of hardware for the second stage, which accepts a magnetic
tape recording of the ECG, coded parameters, and Flags. A
typical option would be to play this tape bac&v^rards, turn
on a strip chart recorder ^rhen a flag is detected, output
	
r	 that PYC and as much surrounding content as desired, turn
the strip chart off, and continue until another PYC is
.^
	
1.,__.,.,^.. ,. 	
^
...
2^
ft^und. If all that is required i g a statistics]. summary
o'r histogram of abnormal events, that can of course be
provided w^.th only one pass in whatever format the user de-
sires. AnotY:er idea which has been suggested is to make
use ^rf the digital formatting, and $tore PVC's and data on
digital storage of same kind. A playback of this could be
done much more flexibly and without a -^^ape recorder.
The Implementation
A system which performs the tasks described earlier
has been established and is wanking. The actual development
hag been done on a Data General Nova computer. Tt is
intended that the present program be transferred without
change to a Nova 804 in order to utilize better the speed
patiential of the system. 14lost instructions an the Nova
require ,^ to b usec. for executiln, so that an immediate gain
in speed of a factor of ^ ar 5 could be expected by using
the faster Nova 800. The Nova is afour-accumulator, i6-
bit machine. The entire program has been wri^tw^r^ in assembly
language, and it currently contains about 50o executable
iastruction$. A:'^sembly language was used because of the
critical epees r::quirements of the program. A ^iow chart
showing the entir!^ program in rough blocks is in figure 4.
The program was developea under a disk operating system,
i
	 permanent etarage is on Line tapes. Figure ^ illustrates the
F	 fall implementation. Communieati .on between the computer
^ ^	 and the outside uor3d is done through an Analog Input and
an Analog Output, which are pmts of an Analog Chassis that
r^t..,^s,,,t_ ^ . _
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was designed to be used in a clinical compu^cai^,on sysiem.^A
They provides x°espectively, the buffered analog/dig^,tal
and digital/analog converters. xn the same Chasa^.s is a
High-Resolut^.on Clack wh^.ch is pragrs^ ad jus^ab3e to pro-
vide accurate sampling of the signal for any selection of
processing rate. Communication betxeen user and program is
via teletype under DOS control. A taps recorder is needed
for the input signal and the same ar dii'^'erent tape recorder
and/or strip chart recorder ar® needed ±o receive the output.
It is highly recommended than a diapla, scope be provided
to ascertain that gain and offset on the input are appro-
priate, and special si mbl s are provided for an X -Y plotter
i^F that is desired.
Input
The ECG signal t`rom a tape recorder f.s delivered directA
to the Analog Input{AIN) mentioned above, The full input
range of the AIl`i is adjustable from *0,2 volts to
±4. volt^a, and a DC offset of ±5 volts provided at the fort
panel. When triggered by the High-Resolution Clock{HRC^
described immediately below, a t0-bit analog;^digital
conversbn is made. The period of the HRC can be ad3usted
by the computer in steps of 1 3xsec. A 200 ep.:3 rate has
been used for real-time analy$i^^; so that the HRG pro*rid®s
s aomrersion command to the AxN every X000 y^sec. As trio
processing rate is increased the IiRC period is decreseed
accordingly, by changing the value of a single variable in
the program. Every time the AIN completes an input, an
s
t
i
s
f^.^.^_ _r..,.
Z9
^^r►+nrr^^r,t h.n,^Al sa^r• i ^ ^a7l ^aei
 ern f'lv .o nMn tsl•am,	 Th P. Ax1lf1Y►1A O'P^...........t.
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data is stored in a circular buffer that is long enough
1 ^.L+i	 t '! 1^i 7'1 ^-L. .r AZ .n1+.w .^.^w^n nw	 A+to BtOr^ ^ 6 ;'^ALLi.^ Y^aa► Y ri^3^ y .1.ii waa^.. uti.. ►^j+♦K,^ wvi vv.^• a^ ^
this time, t2:n data rp3^,^ctien algorit^».m oleo coneidErs these
points * as described following.
Data Reduction
The method of data reduction is the zero order inte^rpo-
lator (ZOI ^ described earlier. 9asically, a horizontal
liana segment approui .mation is made to the input Signal.
Whenever the signal differs from the most recent output
by more than a prescribed aperture., anew output segment
is begun. Alternately, if the output remains constant for
greater than a prescribed length of time, anew line i$
started in order to provide a reasonably regular data
stream. A flowehart of this structure is in figure 6. The
line segments are stared as word pairs, representing the
amplitude and langth of the ;^egments^ in a circular buffer
^rh3.ch is again sufficiently long to provide afull-screen
display and to temporarily buffer heart-rate changes and
lags in the analysis. the size of the aperture may greatly
affect the shape of an interpolat ®d signal. A larger
triandow will ignore low amplitude deviatiaans^ but preserve
large ones. in addition to providing a larger data reduction.
Figures ? through 1G illustrate the properties of the ZOI
and the effect of changing the aperture. Also illustrated
ie the effect of chan^,ing the sampling rate from 200 spa
to 120 aka. Thrr^e PVC • s are included for x^'^^^^ence.
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Figures 7 through 16 were all groduced on an X-Y
plottar^ using a feature of this program. The top
l;tee is the sampled and digitized signal and the
bottom ^.ine is the output of the zero vrde^M 4^ter-
polator. There are 512 paints per line, ^ti^ ^R^ .^.^_,
at 200 samples per second, this represezta 2.56
seconds. This is_exactly the same picture as seen
by the operator on the display scope. Unless spec-
ified otherwise, sampling rate was 200 times per
second and the aperture r^ae 32 units out of a possible
1024. The normal QRS wa8 adjusted to occupy approx-
imately 512 units, so that the aperture represents
about b^ of a noxtinal Qr^S height.
Figure 7s Interpolation with default parameters.
No® that the QR5 is vi^ctually unchanged by the
appro^rimation. while the baseline and smaller vraves
have the number of segments representing them greatly
reduced. It can be easily verified that the number
o^ line segments is about one tenth the number of
original bits.
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t
Figure 8s Interpo^.ativn with aperture twine normal.
This is the same waveform as figure 7, with the
aperture now set at about 12^ of the QR5 height.
The P-wave has been lost, the T^-wave ^,s still
easily recognizable. and, except for the very
onset, the QRS complex is still nearly the same
'	 se the sampled c^^mplex.
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Figure 9^ Interpolation with aperture ^ times normal.
This is again the same waveform as in ff^ ►ures ?
and 6, with the aperture now set to 128 uni'`e.
The T-wave has lost its morphology, although
its laoation is well marked. The SRS is still
very we].1 rp;+rPeer!te^. Ths d!►.ta reduoti.4n is naw
about t^xl.
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Figure 10^ Interpolation with normal. aperture, at
120 samples per second. This is the same waveform
and aperture as figure 7, with ^/S the number of
sampling points per second. The width of the
p^,cture is now 4,27 seconds. In the upper tracs^
the amount of detail is noticeably less than at
200 samples per second, but probably quite sufficient
for analysis. Again, the interpolaicion at this
aperture provides an excellent reproduction of the
QRS ,
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Figure Lis Interpolation with aperture twice normal,
at 1^^ samg^e $ oer second. This corresponds with
figure 8 in its data reduction and feature repre-
sentation. The P-wave is gone, the T-wave
detectable, and the QRS totally reproduced with
the exception oY the tip ox~ the Q-wave.
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Figure i2^ lnterp4lation of a noisier recording,
default parameters. This tracing wRS done from
data originally gathered by American Optical.
The large amount of high frequency noise is
inadequately represented by the sampled signal.,
The noise is reduced somewhat bV intervolation.
but there remain a large number of short segments
in the baseline. These present a problem as far
ae d®gree of data reduction i^ concerned, and as
far as recogn^.^ing legitimate steep slopes is
concerned.
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Figure 13: Interpolation oY a noisier retarding,
with aperture twice normal, Th^,s is the same
vraveform as figure ^,2, with tha aperture at trite
the coarseness, The baseline is now very reasonable,
but note that many of the sega^ente in the QRS are
now two smite Long. 'phis is not necessarily a
problem, but must be taken rota consideration by
the detection algorithm.
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F^,gure 14s Interpolation of a PYC , with aperture
twine normal. This display i s from the same
recording as figures 12 and 13. Note that bath
the PVC and the mo^rmals stand out well from the
filtered baseline, but that aga^.n care must be
ta'aen to e;^,se^-^e thwt sewments withatn the QRS of
lengths greater than 1 unit are properly inter-
pretted.
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Figure 15: lnterpolatvan of a second PVC ^ default
parameters. This waveform is from a tape recorded
at Peter Hent Brigham Hospi^al, The very clean
signal depicts well the features of then algorithm.
The negative portion of the PVC is flattened due
to saturation of the analog/'digital converter,
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Figure 16: Interpolation of a third PVC, default
parameters. This is a different PVC from the
same PBBH tape. Again, the necessary features
are ail well-defined, but the detection
algorithm must be carefl^lly designed to abstract
the proper conciclusions about onset snd end of
the waveforms.
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Currently, the default value of this aperture is about 6^
of a normal RRS peak-•ta-peak amplitude. As can be seen,
the QRS is preserved nearly exactly, all significant wave-
forms are still easily recognizable, and the number of line
Segments is approximately a factor of 10 lower than the
number of points input. The sampled signal and the output.
of the ZOI are displayed on the display scope. The figures
included axe all drawn directly on the X-Y plotter, using
the option described in the section on how to use the
routane, and are the same pictures that appear on the display
scope,
Detection
This part of the program attempts to find all normal
and abnormal QRS complexes, and re3ect everything else.
Its basic premise is that QR5's are comprised vrimarily of
large slopes, most large slopes a.°e in the QRS, and the qRS
is larger than the rest of the ECG. Initially, the program
waits until a long flat section has passed, to ensure that
its detection begins between complexes. When a segment of
critical elope is found, it is labelled as a possible qRS
onset. As long as the signal remains steep, it ie considered
part of a possi.ole QRS. A certain length of time after
onset, the peak-to-peak amplitude so far observed is compared
nith a fraction of the running average of the total peak-to-
peak amplitudes. If it is smaller. the event is rejected
^►s being too small for a qRS, and a new search is begun.
When a flat stretch of specified length is detected, it is
52
considered a possible qRS end. If it is further From the
average baseline than a certain fract^,un of the average
.peak-to»peak amplitude, that flat stretch is considered to
^	 be an elevated part of a FVC, and the search for a QRS end
continues. Otherwise, it is decided that the full event has
been detected. Tf the event is narrower than a specified
cutoff, it is termed a noise spike, otherwise it is a valid
QR5 complex, Also, all QRS's are automatically terminated
after a certain length of time (such as 200 cosec.) if they
have not already been by a flat segment. The flaw chart
in figure 17 illustrates this algorithm. After the end
of the QRS, a certain length of time^lSU ms.default)is ignored
so that no large, steeg T-waves wall be mistaken for QRS
i	 complexes.
Reasonabl:• baseline shifts, small amplitude waves and
n©ise, and narrow noise are all successfully ^^effected by this
algorithm. One critical parameter must be adjusted to dif-	 _
ferentiate between thin QR5°s and naise spikes. On record-
hags with na more noise than can normally be expected in a
clinical environment, this module does an excellent fob of
finding all QRS°s and ignoring the other events. There is
a large room for modification and improvement to upgrade
the detection under more severe environments. The onset and
end are not always found precisely on diff^,cult samples,
but.this is more of a measuremnent problem, as explain®d in
the next section. The critical slopes, the critical flat
sections, th® tim^ea where different parameters are observed,
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Segment
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T^.^ Peak-to-peak should
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T 2s narrowest possible
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	 and the amplitude cutoffs for event decision are all single
parameters tY^.at can be adjusted with experience and for
data that is unusual. The enclosed sample strip charts
illustrate some of the successes and failures of this routine.
M eas^^.rement
For each SRS that is detected, certain parameters hav®
to be calculated. Their accuracy is heavily dependent on
the success of the detectian module. Width and ^agnitude
of the QRS^ Qq interval between QRS • s, and baseline amplitude
are measured. In order to mgke time calculations, sae aux-
iliary variable called SegmentClack has been created. As
each line segment is read form the circular buffer its length
1	
ie added to Se^Clk, to uniquely (modulo 2^'^'*5 msec. ^5 min.
{
	
	 at real-time) specify its temporal location. The width is
simply elapsed time between what was detected as onset .and
end of the QRS, qq interval is between consecutive onsets,
and magnitude is determined by a running winnow which expands
as each new max^.mum or minimum within -the QRS is found..
Baseline for a particular complex is defined as the amplitude
of the last flat segment prior to the complex. I t, as in a
very large PVC,the input signal saturates the analog digital
converter, the magnitude is calculated as if the signal had
barely touched the extremism. The measurement routine is
consistent, as observed on several identical analyses of the
same data. 'Phe maximum-vridth measured is determined by the
detection routine, nov^r set at 2p0 cosec. The program halts
^i it finds a Qq interval less than 24a mess. or greater
i	 I
i
I
^ i
a
^,
SS
}i
than 10 seconds. The variable^a that affect measurement are
those mentioned above iz detection, primarily for making
Sccurate decisions on where QRS onset and end are. The ma^.n
cases of inaccuracy are steep baseline shifts and noise
which camaflages onset and end. Coarsening the interpolation
process does help •^ rith low amplitude, high frequency noise.
Shortening the flat stretch indicating an ST segment allows
accurate detection of end where it would otherwise be
missed in Heise, but it reciprocally introduces a hazard
of terminating too early. Permitting a flat segment far
from the baseline to be called a QRS end instead of a flat
segment of a PVC filters out baseline shift better but
^.ncreases the probability of mis-measuring PVC parameters.
Decision
Presently, only binary decisions are made on PYC versus
normal qRS. All data is available to classify PVC's into
femilies having similar morphology if that is so desired.
To find abnormal beats, the measured parameters are compared
to running averages determined from the normal beats of
that patient. The relative weighting of the nveragee is
ad3ustable, presently the most recent parameter is given
i/3 or 1/7 the influence of the previous average. A PVC
3s found when the current width is significantly larger
than the running average, or the Q4 interval is significantly
shorter. The magnitude is not considered in this algorithm.
The actual cutoffs are easily adjustable, with defaults at
17^ of average width and 15/1G of average qq. The ge are
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yields a better foundation and a9 a function of the indi-
vidual patients ^^u. r'or example, a person whose nvrma3
heart rate varies considerably with wraathir^ .,ould ..ant a
lees sensitive QQ cutoff. It is esential that running
averages be used as the standard, since normale vary widely
between patients and over time in the same patient. The.
.first several complexes in each new tape are automatically
considered normal, in order that their parameters may be
incorporated into an initial running average for that tape.
A more complex decision tree could be easily implemented.
Maginitude of the QRS and information on compensatory pause
are accessible, and a decision that considered the depen^
dency of variables would also be feasible. This module
ig the main area where tradeoff between false negatives and
false positives is determined, Tighter bounds will let fewer
abnormals by, and also classify more normals as abnormals,
The current fa9.rly loose bound on the width is due to the
fact that measurements of width are not hig`^ly precise. Sa
far, the decision algorithm has proved accurate, with blame
for error resting primarily on detection and measurement.
output
The output consists of a single channel where the
amplitude, width, and QQ interval appear coded as three
^ttl.sea .where. height is proportional to the value. Another
pulse, oppr^site in polarity to the first three, appears urban
there is a PYC. The distance between sets of pulses ie
0^`^
^., a......_	
.-- ._ __
^^. 4^
S^
equal to one uu in^ervai m^.nus tine tiotai wiuci^ as ciis ptiu,b^s
ga that the output remains a constant time delay behind the
input ECG. This delay is adjustable. The output parameters
are stored in a circular b^t^'^^sr to gllow far varia^ole delay
and a certain amount of variation in speed of analysis. Tt
is^ expected that this data channel would either be recorded
an a separate track of the EGG tape, or the ECG and the data
would be retarded on 2 channels of an output magnetic tape.
If all that is desired as an output is a set of internally
generated statistics nn PVC ° a, '4;ii8rc^ is no neFd to record
the data channel. Otherwise, it is intended that the coded
channel would be usable for further analysis and to enable
the. PVC * s -^o be accessed very easily, such as for obtaining
strip chart recordings of only the abnormal beats, Mors
ideas on this are presented in the paragraph below on future
options. Figures 18 through 27 illustrate many features and
protlems of the system as recorded from clinical data.
Further explanations are included with the recordings.
Hover to Use
The use of the total program is very simple. First,
the sampling rate must be changed if is to be other than
real-time (or whatever other permanent rate has been installedj,
If any other parameters are t © be changed from default values,
that should also be done at that time. The four sense
switches should be off, for the di-splay mode. The tape
recorder is attached to the Analag Input, and. run at the
appropriate sgeed. A dual traoa now appearz on the display
4
tt;;''--^
.TM:^
i i ^	 '.
^a
Figures 16 through 27 were produced on a strip chart
recardEr with tape speed 2^ mm/second unless noted
otherwise, and sensitivity 100 my/division on both
channels in all uses. The ECG waveform is the raw
signal from the tape recorder, while the lower
channel is the output provided by the computer via
the Analog Output. The height ^f the three pulses
are proportional, in orde:^:^, to the peak-to-^peF:k
ampla^tude of the Q,RS complex, the width of the QRS,
and she QQ interval. A fourth pulse, of a constant
negative value, is present in the case that a QRS
is declared to be a PVC. The data channel is delayed
behind the QRS by an ad justable amount, in these
cases about 4 seconds (the full-width vertical red
lines are ^ seconds apart).
Figure 18i A detected PVC. The large PVC at the left
has been detected, its flag xs to right of center.
Note the similarity of the ca^.ed par^etera for the
othdr Q:RS's, as contras""ed to the large amplitude
and aridth and short QA interval indicated for the
PVC. The magnitude is not considered in the current
decision algorithm, but either the width or the
interval would have classified this as a PVC. The
tollorving set of •.ammeters indicates a targ^ 4R
^	 interval, the compensatory pause. The delay between
PYC a^^d flag is the appropriate 4 seconds. This
was recorded from a PBBh tape.
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Figure 19: Another detected PVC. As in figure
1^, the ^'V^^ t;as recoruec^ as u^sir.^ iar^e in
magnitude and width and short in Q4 interval.
Tree steea P-waves posed no probZQms. T^^is i5
from -the same FBBH tans, and the ^i1 cutoff was
^^
	
set at 7/8 of average.
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Figura 20^ Two more detected PVC's. These two striFs
form a continuous segment of tape. At the beginning
of each strip i s a PVC , plus an abnormal non-PYC
near the end of the first strip. The two PVG's
were flagged as such, theather was not, Note the
unsteady baselina. T he abnormal non-PVG passed
because it was not sufficiently prema^ure, and its
measured vridth :7as about normal. Again, the PBBH
tape anti QQ cutoff of 7/8 average were used,
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E	 Figure 22: A longer recording. This is a contin-
i	 uaus recordinr^ made at 5 mm/second to allo+^ a
i
visualization of a longer pattern of detection.
The only 2 PVC's were detected easily, and there
•	 were no false positives. It can be seen that
^	 the measurements are reasonable, and do follow
slig'^t variations such as magnitude mom beat to
beat. This is from t^ze PBBh tape.
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Figure 22^ PVC's from another patient. This
recording i4 from t^,a ^mPriaA-n ^pt^.ca7. tape. The
^1Q cutoff is ?/8 of average interval, the inter-
polator apertura is twice normal, and the critical
.length to determine a QRS slope has been raised
j	 from 1 to 2 (in con,^unction with the coarser inter-
polator). This continuous recording contains 2
PYC's plus fair amounts of high frequency noise.
In this case the peak-to-peak amplitude of the PVC's
are less than for the normals, the widths are of
the same order, but the QQ intervals are w®11 ^r^.thin
the cutoff of ?/$ of the running average. The noise
has not significantly affected the measuremnets.
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Figure 23i A direct recording at 8 times real-timq.
For this sa^^ple, the PBBH tape v;as run at 8 times
normal speed (and the sa^nplinb rate increased
8 times) and the strip chart was s peeded up 5
times t0 225 :T'1??^^?CC?'!^. Th? fraCltin.,r^r response
of the strip chart recorder is evident in the
deterioration of the pulse shapes, but the algo-
rith*n and outp+^t work fine.
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Figura 24i An indirect recording a -t 8 times rca1-
time. In this example, the same tape was again
played at 8 times the normal rate. But this time
the output was recorded on a second magnetic tape
(as would be expected in normal performances).
^_)	 T-his r^agne^:ic cape was p3ayeci bdcis ad 4 vi its
recording speed and the signal fed to the strip
chart recorder, which was played at 2S mmjsecond.
T h2 analysis is the same as in figure 23, but the
paper recording is enhanced.
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Figure 25: A false positive identification. This
recording is prom z ►^e American upti cai tape. Orl
the third QRS , there i s a significant ^ amoun^; o f
steep noise at the S-grave. Due to this the end
of the QRS was measured later, the complex was
^...^	 icherefore incorrectly called wide, and the beat
flagged as a PVC. Also, immediately prior to the
fifth QRS is a negative, narrow noise spike. It
can be seen :hat the program realized that it was
a spike and rest in time to identify the Following
QRS correctly. The aperture is twice normal, the
length to determine QRS onsEt is 2 instead of 1,
and the QQ cutoff is '7/8 of an average interval.
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Figure 26: A second false positive identification.
Tn this case the Large amplitude, steep noise was
assumed to be a QRS complex. T he amplitude was
large enough, and the 2 largest spikes may have
been observed as a sir_gle complex to yield an
^Y^rnr±^; a±e w; ^lth ^ Thi g `► aa»e^^..rnmttl Px ura ^x
considered premature and therefore the following
real complex also had. to be assumed premature.
Both were flagged. The aperture was 1.^ times
normal, the QQ cutoff was 7/8 of an average interval,
and the amplitude needed to declare an event a QRS
complex was half of the average amplitude. This
is from the American Optical tape.
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Figure 27: A third false positive identification,
and its solution. ^ihe rCG sar^ole for bath strips
is exactly the same segment from the FBBH tape.
Cn the top str^.p the Qa cutoff is 7/8 of an
overage interval. On the lower strip this is
also true. and in addition the fiat length needed
'co assume an ST seg^.ert has occurred is 30 msec.
instead of the default 50 msec. On the tcp strip,
the large swing in the baseline was sufficient to
confuse the identification of QRS end. Therefore
the QRS was assumed wide and flagged as a PVC,
This problem was circumvented by allowing the QRS
to terminate on a shorter flat se^ent, as can be
seen in the lager tracinE;.
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scope. On top is the sampled ^,CG, and on she DOL^Om i s tine
output of the zero oraer interpolator. she screen is con-
tinuously refreshed so that the traces appear to move slowly
to the left. Fi^;ur2 zti ccat^ns a f'!o^rc::art of the display
process. It sense switch V is raised in either the display
or evaluation mode, the pracess returns to ll05 control.
Raising sense switch G freezes the display, so that a
detailed look or photographs can be made. Lowering the
eu:itch returns the moving display. while sense sw'.tch
L is up, raising sense s,^itcn } Vrill enaUi.e tic X-Y platter
and then halt so that paper can be loaded, etc. When
the continue switch on the computer is pressed, a ssti^een is
made on the X-Y plotter of whatever had been frozen on
• I	 the displa;^ scope. As long as svritch j is up, the same t^].ot
will be repeated. Lowering switch ^ returns the program
to frozen display mode and disables the X-Y plotter. The
figures included erslier were done this way.
The primary purpose of displayiTsg the signal. as the
computer sees it is to allow the gain ar_d ox'fset to be
adjusted to values which maximize inforaation. It is recom-
mended that normal peak-to-weak magnitude be adjusted to
occupy about half the screen. when th^.s has been done, sense
switch 1 is raise and the program begins evaluation and
output. The display stops, as this is very time consuming.
Once the program is running, it will do so until a QQ interval
is less than 240 meet. or more than 10 seconds, until an
^=
I/O device does not respond properly, until the pro^ra►-n is
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bea.rig empti ed, ar unt^.1 tit is mar^ua],7.y stopped. Restarting ^.s
easy, us^.ng the debugger, anaa is essential. far a ne^a tape because
new ru^ -^^.n^ ava,^ages have to be astabli4had. if the prwa ^ ie .r^.zr.
under debugger control, all features of that mode arc available.
Theoretwc^. Speeds, Ru^.rirxg Times
At real-^'^ime, on. the Nova computer * the EOG is sa^tpled
200 sps, or every ,^ msec, To handle each sample of input,
about ^0 a.nstructioxis occupying 300 7usee, are required.
Therefore, about b0 r:oec. out of p-ve^.,^ ar?nr^ri^l 3.S weeded t0
handle the ^.nput stream, This wpuLd ^.nd^.cate a max^.mum
of ifi times real--time, for just inputting 4he signal,
execut^.ng the COI, storir_g the data, and outputting the
ended pa.^°a»aetcrs and flags. To estimate the time needed
for anaZys^.s of the wave, a heart rate o£ 80 beats per m^.nute,
or ^^^ neat per second, is assumed. A generaug estimate
is to allocate ^.;^ segments to the SRS camp.^ex and another Z2
' segm,ents to represent the interval between complexes.
Agproximatexy ^^0 ^.nstruct^,ans are executed bet^reen each
campl.e;^, '^20 are used ix} at2aly^ing the QHS, and about 2^0
are needed for hendl].ng boakkeepis^g after ear:h complex.
Therefore there are about ^.^20 instructions executed uer
conplex anal 180{3 per second, still assum^.ng rea.^.--time. T1^.s
represents about ^.1 msee. out cf each ^. secox2d of data.
T`he total time required by the program is hence abt^ut
x7
'^^. msec. out of each sec and at rear.;.me. As ca^x be readily
seen, the time spent on analysis a.s a small ^raet^,on. of the
^'^^
,^
^_	 ^	 r,	 ^	 _.
f.,:.;
_;r.
;..^
^:
^^
	^	 ^	 ^
__	 .
$^
	
^^	 t^.me s^aent on 3/0 handling, Therefore the estimate of
^^, msec. is relatively insensitive to heart rate or number
of PV^^s, but rather primarily a function off' tY:e sampling
^.^ate. Using these nunbers, a program should be able to
run at ^ .^ times rea^.^time. if this is true, minor changes
could be made im the instruct:^.on codirxg t® increase the
rate to ^.6 times read.-time without changing the algorithm
at all.
A large increase in speed would necessitate a decrease
in sampling r^ ^ ^. Far 1.2Q spsa an^.y 3/5 of the amount of
data is hand:	 The ^.^ times real-time wou^.d then go to
about 2^t time	 .Imp^.ementing any ve^si^n an the Nova 800
is expected to yield an automatic increase in speed by a
	
^-^^	 factor of ^ or ^, With this in mind ' rates of 60 times
real-time for the 200 sgs model and x.00 times for the x.20
sps model are not unreasonable expectations. The X24 sps
would of course lose same detail, but that is a rate which
has success^ul3y been used preva.ously, as was refe^^enced
i^ an earl^.er sectzon an background. Figures 1Q and ^.1
were made with a sampling rate of i2Q sps.
Analysis of Results
The four criteria of accuracy, speed, ease of use, and
^_	 flexibility were presented as the requirements far a
successful h^.gh-speed evaluation. of ECG's. Accuracy has teen ;^
established to the extent that ^.t works on several tap-
_	 recordings wh^.ch include PVQ ° S. Severe]. dozen sec-^ians of
^A
tape which were known to contain PVe's have been analyzed,
^-f	
.:::-^.
,.
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i	 ^^^' and a1^. PVC's found. Very few non^PVC's have been labelled
^.
	
?	 as such, and mast of these false identificat^.ons can be
^;
	
^	 e^.^,m.inated with a more knowledgeable adjustment of para^-
:; meters and crzter^.a. The ra-^e of False positives is genera^.ly
be^,o:u ^./, sometimes well below. This number is still higher
them desired, but 4hou?d be greatly reduced by using the
full power of the program. A thorough statistical analysis
'	 of the accuracy under a variety of conditions is cratacal.,
E
acid shMu^.d be the newt s'^ep in furthering this pro feat.	 ^;
	
.`^	 Based on eh^perience -^o date, the accuracy cf the program 	 _
G
r•
	
^'=	 is good, partxcularl_y as regards having caught every PVC ,
	
^	 The strap chaff recordings included in this paper show
^'
	
`` t-	 a variety of PVC's that have been detected, illustrate
^^'	 a couple of situatia^ns that lead tq false positive ideas-	 !^
	
!:	 a
tif^.catio^z and point out hQZ^,t to eliminate some of these
	
::	 ^:
errors, and attempt to depict the overall accuracy sf the 	 ^^
	
^	 a3.gorithm.
^;
	
.	 ^.;
	
E ;	 The program has been run w.^.thout any difficulty at $ 	 ^: ^
,,^
	
^	 t^.mes real-^t?me. Figures 23 and 2^ ^.11ustrate t^,is.	 '`^
t
E
	
`, %`	 Attempts to run at ^.d times r-ee.l-time start successfully
	
^^	 ; ,
but ^.uicl^ly halt when the demand far output exceeds the 	 ^ '
_	 ^,
speed of analysis. This wou^.d seem to support the theoret-
_.
ical estimate of about S^F times real-time given above.	 7
1	 ?a
	
F	 This speed can be ^.ncreased significantly as was described 	 -^
in the seeta.4n on. theoretical weeds. Altho h not	 € '°
_	 ^
^^	 e^a^^^,tat'xding, it seems rea:anable that this operation c:an 	 ^ .
^^ be run at o© times real-time or more on the Nova 80a, as 	 '
^	 '.'.
^_
^^ ; :	
_	
=; :.
	
^,.__^	 -.
$3
^`;^	 originally intended.
Ease o^ use is certain3^y inherent in th^.r: system. If
xrc^ parameters are to bP adjusted, the total operation oonsists
	
_^	 .
of starta.ng the tape ^•eaorder, ad ju^tinb -che gain and offset
as monitored vn the disp^.ay scope, and raising one swatch
tv enter evalua;^ion mode. Changing parameters is also very
s^.mple under debugger control,
the entire program as quite flexible in regard to
modu^.arity, changeabi3,ity of par~am.eters, and ease of adding
new options. Enti^^e bloelcs such as the detection and
i
decision schemes may be replaced by others if so desired.
As expla^.ned ;zany times, individual Parameters are eas^.^,y
changed, and ;should be to obtain better accuracy as better
	
o	
f	
^
-
	
	 information is received and on patients w^.th wade;.y
dissimilar EGG's. rnhe present output provides a basks that
r
	E	 can be used for a variety of output options, some of wha.ch
are explained below under suggest^.ons for the future.
z
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;UG^ESTIgNS FOR THE FUTURE
F
This basic program can be improved in many ways, can
^; be moda'.fied for sim^.lar pu -^^poses, and can have i'eatu-^es
added tv increase its power.	 The first task should be to
make a clinical, statis^cical evaluation on a large bulk of
data.	 Pres^xmably, the detection and decision blocks in par-	 '
titular have ample room for improvement.	 If that amount of
_ increase of speed is desired, the idea of cha^g^.ng the
sampl^.ng rate frcxa 200 to i2n sps shot^3.d a^.sa be test^r^.
Tha.s a^.gor^.thm has been spec^.fical3.y programmed for PVC
detection, but there a.s no reason that certain other
' arrhythm?.as could not be studied usa.ng a different set of
^	 ^^
^	 -
^	 eparameters ^.n the same bas^.e framew©rk. 	 Even for PVG s,
^a completely dif^'erent detection algorithm could be created.
t
'^Far insta^lce, the in.^.tia^. detection oould be based on 	 ^
ampl^.tude instead Qf slope. 	 ^	 9
;^	 ^ The output provides for the largest variety of options.
- This has .been de'liberat.ely	 .eft Q^asn--ended., since each user
j v^#.11 gr.obably have different requirements. 	 The px^ograw,
could be amended to dq a statistical analysis of t^^e input
signal and provide a teletype output at the end caf each
taps.	 fir, the narma3. data channel output could be created	 ^ ^
"!
2urzd used as an input to a second stage hardware system
I^	 -_
that displayed aL7. the PVC ^ s on str^.p chart, 	 qr, the program	 +
I^	 °^-
-;
^	 ^
could store a.ts output in digital memory Vr^.thout ever pro-	 ^^!
..
j1^
vidzng an analog signal.
	 This idea could be very flexible
f
1
ate,.___. _	
-	 ^=;;	 _	 ,^	 -	 -
^_	 I	 1	 I	 1_	 I
^^
,^ --^	 ^n its implementatxan, and a.Lso very • powerful.. '^.'^.e system:
could also be structu^,^e^ so that the operator cot^7.d select
a particular output apt^.an as a funct^.on of the result of
the eva^.ustion.
._ ^1	 _	 ^;,:^,,	 ^	
_..
^ as
i
	
^.a^	 CaNCT ,UST(]N
d T-here are currently sevexal appl^.cations where it is
^	 desirable or even necessary to evaluate ^aagnetic tapes of
ECG'	 t m
	 t" mes ^'ea'^..ti me.	 n ^Mticu^.ar PVG ° s ares a any ^.	 r	 T P 	 ,
of great c^.^.^v.cal and research anteres^'. Much work has
been done on ca^mputer analysis of ECG .° s ^.n general., but	 {k
this applicatit^n hds nvt been well-a,nvestigated.
An effective solut^.on must have high accuracy, be
rapid, be flex^.ble,, and be easy to use. The general blocks
that are required in such a program are input, data reduc-
Lion, detection, m4s.s:;r?m63?'^; deca.sion, and autput.	 -
Such asystem has been implemented and works, on a Nova 	 "^
^.
computer. On a clinical data base a.ncludi^ng over 75 PVC ° s,
every PVC was flagged. The number of normal beats and	 '`
arti^faets identified as PVC • s was under ^.I. The tested
-	 speed is over 8 times real-time and has been calculated to
be about ^,^ tines on the Nave.. Tmplementat5 .on of the
same program an the Nova 8CD wild. increase the speed by a
- ^,	 factor of ^ or ,^. Plexib^.lxty and expandabil3.ty are
	•	 inherent in the design.
At this point, a thorough analysis of the effectiveness
of the system must be done, on a larger data base. In
	 ^
addition to de-^ermi^ia.ng the actual power of the system,	 ^
this will prov^ .de the basis on which to establish better
	
^ ^ ^	 values for the program. parameters. Tt is expected that	 ^
this step wil.^. greatly reduce the rate of false pos^,tives.
°;
i	 _ ^	 i_
a,
Qne +opt^.on that could ^:ncrease the spaed of analys^.s
by 50f is to reduce the samp3.^.^ng rate from 24d sps to ^.2a
sps. The output block may be changed or added ^^a in
order to mold the system for a particular application.
It is hailed that other changes will also be made without
affecting the overall flow of the program, to elevate
this from a vraxk^,ng system to a useful taol.
t^
.^
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